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ABSTRACT
INVESTIGATION OF STABILIZATION MECHANISMS
FOR COLLOIDAL SUSPENSION USING
NANOPARTICLES
Qingwen He
July 22, 2014
Over the past decade, charged nanoparticles have been found to enhance the
stability of colloidal suspensions. One promising explanation of this stabilization
mechanism is “Nanoparticle Haloing”- the formation of a non-adsorbing nanoparticle
layer surrounding neutral colloids that would induce an effective electrostatic repulsion
between them. The objective of this work was to investigate the effect of additional
charged nanoparticles on the interaction between neural colloids in nanoparticleregulated complex fluids. Firstly, colloidal probe Atomic Force Microscopy (CP-AFM) is
used to directly measure the interaction force in such system with nanoparticle volume
fractions varying from 10-6 to 10-2. It is found that at a critical low volume fraction (10-5),
the colloidal system is stabilized due to the domination of an electrostatic repulsion
between colloidal surfaces induced by the enhanced concentration of nanoparticles in the
charged layer. As the nanoparticle concentration is increased, the effective repulsion
increases due to a rising charge density built up by the surrounded nanoparticle layer.
v

A Debye length fitting model (DLFM) was subsequently developed to
theoretically estimate the interaction between colloids in the nanoparticle suspensions.
The DLFM suggests: 1) the interaction between microspheres in the presence of
nanoparticles is mainly composed of a van der Waals attraction and an electrostatic
repulsion; 2) there is a non-zero distance between the nanoparticle layer and the colloidal
surface, and the effect of nanoparticle adsorption on the interaction force between
colloidal surfaces is negligible at low volume fractions (10-6 to 10-4). The follow-up
adsorption test and force modeling confirmed that the degree of nanoparticle adsorption
is negligible at volume fraction <0.5× 10-3, but becomes evident as the volume fraction
increased to 10-3, indicating charged nanoparticles are strongly adsorbed onto silica
surfaces at relatively high concentrations rather than haloing around them. Thus, we
propose that 1) the fundamental mechanism of nanoparticle-regulated stabilization is
“nanoparticle haloing” at low nanoparticle concentrations, and becomes “adsorption” at
high concentrations; 2) there is a transition region within which the stabilization can be
influenced by both nanoparticle haloing and adsorption. This transition was observed
around a nanoparticle volume fraction of 10-3 in our experiments.
Nanoparticle haloing and adsorption two stabilization mechanisms are not
mutually exclusive when using charged nanoparticles to regulate the stability of colloidal
suspensions; they work continuously over the increasing nanoparticle concentrations. Our
study suggests that, when using highly charged nanoparticle to stabilize weakly charged
colloidal suspension, the reversibility of stabilization and accessibility of colloidal
surfaces can be controlled by simply tuning the nanoparticle concentration.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1. Colloidal Suspension
A colloid is defined as a microscopic material dispersed throughout a continuous
medium with a dispersed-phase diameter of between approximately 1 and 1000 nm.
Colloidal dispersions are very common in daily life, as seen in such forms as foams (e.g.
whipped cream), emulsions (e.g. milk), and sols (e.g. pigmented ink). Depending upon
the state of the dispersed phase and the dispersion medium, eight different types of
colloidal dispersions can be identified (Table 1.1).
Table 1.1. Different types of colloidal dispersions
Dispersion medium
Dispersed phase
Solid

Liquid

Solid sol or solid

Sol or colloidal

suspension

suspension

Liquid

Gel

Emulsion

Gas

Solid foam

Foam

Solid

Gas
Solid aerosol
Liquid aerosol

A key feature of colloidal systems is that the contact area between particles and
dispersing medium is large, leading to the suspension behavior being significantly
affected by interparticle interactions. Thus, the control of these interparticle interactions
1

in colloids gives rise to rich phase behaviors which can be widely applied to numerous
application areas, including drug delivery, ceramic processing, and coatings.1-10
Colloidal processing provides the potential to reliably produce microstructure
materials (i.e. ceramic films) through careful control of initial suspension conditions and
their evolution during fabrication.11-13 This approach has five basic steps: (1) powder
synthesis, (2) suspension preparation, (3) consolidation into the desired component shape,
(4) removal of the solvent phase, and (5) densification to obtain the final microstructure
required for optimal performance. Due to the persistence of defects introduced in any
stage of the fabrication process there is a continual drive toward better understanding of
colloidal stability and assembly to achieve the desired distribution of phases.
Interaction forces between colloidal particles in all suspensions play an important
role in determining the properties of the materials, such as the shelf life, stability, and
rheology, the behavior of a number of industrial processes (e.g. mixings, membrane
filtrations). This arises due to the dependence of the behavior of the suspension on the
magnitude and range of the surface interactions.14 For instance, the surface charge
properties, the dispersing medium and the subsequent collision efficiency between
particles have been shown to significantly influence the stability and the rheology of
particulate suspension.15 There have been well-developed theories that describe the
interparticle interactions in colloidal suspensions, most of which can be resolved either
analytically or numerically in terms of the underlying fundamentals.
1.2. Interaction Forces between Colloidal Particles
Through careful control of interparticle forces, colloidal suspensions can be
prepared in the dispersed, weakly flocculated or strongly flocculated states. In the 1940s,
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Derjaguin-Landau and Verwey-Overbeek had developed a theory to account for the rates
at which colloidal particles in aqueous solution can be expected to undergo sticking
collisions, forming agglomerates, and eventually precipitating out of suspension. This socalled DLVO theory provides a basic framework for study of colloidal interactions.
The DLVO theory16, 17 is built on the assumption that the forces between two
surfaces in a liquid can be regarded as the sum of two contributions. These are the
London–van der Waals forces and the electric double layer forces due to the
electromagnetic effects of the molecules within the particles and the overlapping of the
electrical double layers of two neighboring particles. For two identical particles the
former is always attractive and the latter is always repulsive. The fact that colloidal
particles in a liquid medium tend to form persistent aggregates through collisions caused
by Brownian motion implies an inter-particle attractive force (van der Waals force).
Three distinct types of forces contribute to the total long-range attractive interaction
between polar molecules: these are the induction force, the orientation force and the
dispersion force. Cases in which van der Waals forces alone determine the total
interaction are limited to “simple systems”, for instance, to interactions in a vacuum, nonpolar wetting films on surfaces, and interaction of particles in a non-polar media (oils). In
aqueous electrolyte solutions long-range electrical double layer forces also occurred. The
interplay between these two interactions has many important consequences. For instance,
clay particles and silt carried by rivers coagulate upon coming across the high salt
concentration of the sea to form extensive deltas. Electrostatic forces are also crucial in
the behavior of biological systems.
1.2.1. van der Waals Forces

3

Many methods have been reported in the literature to calculate the London–van
der Waals interaction energy18-21 In general these can be separated into two separate
approaches to calculate the van der Waals forces between surfaces: the microscopic and
the macroscopic.
In the microscopic approach, London22 and Wang23 gave a quantum-mechanical
analysis of the force between a pair of non-polar molecules in that the perturbation theory
was used to solve the Schrödinger equation for two hydrogen atoms at large separation,
including the interactions between the electrons and protons of the two atoms. Afterwards,
a more detailed analysis of the interactions had been done by taking higher moments into
account24, and the effect of retardation when the distance of separation between the
molecules exceeds the characteristic wavelength of radiation emitted due to dipolar
transitions25. Subsequently, Hamaker26 and de Boer27 investigated theoretically the
dispersion forces acting between colloidal objects. They considered spherical bodies,
assumed pairwise additivity of interatomic dispersion energies, and demonstrated the
essential results that although the range of atomic forces was of the order of atomic
dimensions, the sum of the dispersion energies resulted in an interaction range for
colloidal bodies of the order of their dimensions. Like most simple theories the Hamaker
approach to interactions has the advantage of not only ease in understanding, but also in
application over a wide range.
For two spheres of equal radius, a, at a surface to surface separation distance, D,
apart along the center to center axis, the total interaction energy, VA, is given by
( )

(
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)

(

(

)

)

(1.1)

The quantity A is called the Hamaker constant. If the Hamaker constant, A, is
known, it is possible to calculate the interaction energy between the particles provided
that the particle radius, a, and interparticle distance, D, are known.
In the case of the interaction between a sphere and a plane, the total energy can be
obtained by letting one of the radii go to infinity. The result is
( )

(

)

(1.2)

where a is the sphere's radius, and D the distance from the sphere surface to the plane.
The above formulae for the interaction energy between colloidal bodies are based on the
assumption that the interaction is pairwise additive; the influence of neighboring atoms
on the interaction between any pair of atoms is ignored. In gaseous media these effects
are small, and the assumptions of pairwise additivity can hold, but this is not the case for
condensed media such as liquid. Furthermore, the additivity approach cannot be readily
extended to bodies interacting in a medium.
In the macroscopic approach, the problem of additivity is completely avoided in
the Lifshitz theory28 where atomic structure is neglected and large bodies are treated as
continuous media and forces are derived in terms of the bulk properties such as dielectric
constants and refractive indices. However, it should be pointed out that all the equations
mentioned above for the interaction energies remain valid even within the framework of
continuum theories. Only the Hamaker constant is to be calculated in a different way. To
calculate the Hamaker constant, the knowledge of the dielectric spectra over the entire
frequency range for all of the individual materials comprising the system is required.29-33
The attractive force between two colloidal objects can thus be calculated using the
interaction energy expression as
5

(1.3)
1.2.2. Electrical Double Layer Forces
As noted before the van der Waals force between the same particles in a liquid is
always attractive, if this is the only operating force, all dispersed particles may aggregate
together and precipitate out of suspension as a solid cake. Fortunately this is not the case
as particles in water or any liquid of high dielectric constant are usually charged.
Aggregation can be prevented from occurring as the long-range repulsive forces will
prevail over the van der Waals attractive forces.
Electrical Double Layer Around Particle
It can be concluded according to what was observed in colloidal systems that
particles dispersed in water and any liquid of high dielectric constant usually develop a
surface charge. The charging of a surface in a liquid can be brought about in two
charging mechanisms14:
(1) By the ionization or dissociation of surface groups, which leaves behind a
charged surface (e.g., the dissociation of protons from carboxylic groups, which leaves
behind a negatively charged surface) and
(2) By the adsorption (binding) of ions from solution onto a previously uncharged
surface. The adsorption of ions from solution can also occur onto oppositely charged sites,
also known as ion exchange.
Since the system as a whole is electrically neutral, the dispersing medium must
contain an equivalent charge of the opposite sign. These charges are carried by ions, i.e.,
by an excess of ions of one sign on the particle surface and an excess of ions of the
opposite sign in the solution. Hence, if we consider an individual particle immersed in the
6

liquid, it is surrounded by an electric double layer. One of this double layer is formed by
the charge on the surface of the particles. Another layer of the electrical double layer is
formed by the excess of oppositely charged ions in the solution. As a result of their
thermal motion the electric charge carried by this layer extends over a certain distance
from the particle surface, and dies out gradually with increasing distance (diffuse layer)
into the bulk liquid phase.
Distribution of Electrical Charge and Potential in Double Layer
The first approximate theory for the electrical double layer was given by Gouy,
Chapman, and Debye and Hückel17. In this theory the average charge distribution and the
corresponding electrical potential function have been related on the basis of the Poisson–
Boltzmann equation (PBE)34:
∑

(

)

(1.4)

where ψ is the electrical potential, ni0 the number density of ions of valency zi, k the
Boltzmann constant, T the absolute temperature, ε0 the permittivity of vacuum, ε the
dielectric constant of component i and e the elementary charge.
The above PBE has been deduced using a number of simplifying assumptions
such as the electrolyte is an ideal solution with uniform dielectric properties, the ions are
point charges, and the potential of the mean force and the average electrostatic potential
are identical. Besides, the PBE is only applicable to the system with a symmetrical
electrolyte or a mixture of electrolytes of the same valency type. According to this theory,
the average charge density at a given point can be calculated from the average value of
the electrical potential at the same point with Boltzmann's theorem. The electrical
potential distribution can be related to the charge density with the aid of Poisson's
7

equation. As a matter of fact, the Gouy–Chapman theory has a rather serious defect,
which is mainly a consequence of neglecting the finite dimensions of the ions. In dilute
solutions, where the extension of the diffuse layer is considerable, this neglect is to some
degree permissible; but in more concentrated electrolyte solutions the picture in terms of
the Gouy–Chapman model becomes incorrect in essential details.
a

b

Figure 1.1 a) Gouy–Chapman double layer model. b) Stern model of double layer
Stern35 has modified the Gouy–Chapman model by taking into consideration the
finite size of real ions, underlying the double layer theory for a solid wall by dividing the
charges within liquid into two parts (Figure 1.1b). One part is considered as a layer of
ions adsorbed to the wall, and is represented in the theory by a surface charge
concentrated in a plane at a small distance δ from the surface charge on the wall, also
known as the outer Helmholtz plane (OHP).The second part of the liquid charge is then
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taken to be a diffuse space charge, as in the old theory, extending from the OHP at x = δ
to infinity where the PBE can apply.
The non-linear PBE is used to calculate the potential distribution inside the
diffusive part of the electric double layer between two surfaces15, 34. According to the
non-linear PBE the aqueous solution is defined by its static dielectric constant only. The
surface charge is usually taken as averaged over the surface and the discrete nature of
ions is not considered.
In order to calculate the potential distribution around a particle, not only is the
PBE needed but the boundary conditions have to be specified. A choice of boundary
conditions is available at the particle surface. It is important to choose physically
meaningful conditions at the particle surfaces, which depend on the colloidal material
being considered. For metal sols in a solution, a constant surface potential boundary
condition is appropriate; whereas a constant surface charge boundary condition may be
appropriate when the surface charge is caused by crystal lattice defects, such as in clay
minerals. In the case of biomaterials and oxide surfaces, the charge can be generated by
surface dissociation reaction that is influenced by the solution conditions. This can be
described by a boundary condition known as charge regulation14.
Interaction Force between Double Layers
When two like-charged particles approach each other, their electrical double
layers will start to overlap, resulting in a repulsive force that opposes further approach.
For dilute systems where just two particles can be considered in the interaction, it is
possible to obtain analytical expressions for the calculation of the repulsive interaction
energy between two spherical particles on the basis of the interaction energy equations

9

derived for infinite flat plates of the same material with either the Derjaguin
approximation36 or the linear superposition approximation (LSA)37 as below:
(

(

)

)

(1.5)

where h is the surface–surface separation between the particles, a the particle radius of
different sizes, κ the Debye–Hückel reciprocal length, n∞ the bulk density of ions and γ
the reduced surface potential expressed as
(

)

(1.6)

The above equation is only valid when both the conditions κa > 5 and h ≪ a are
satisfied. Debye length is the measure of a charge carrier's net electrostatic effect in
solution, and how far those electrostatic effects persist. There are many other expressions
available based on various assumptions for sphere–sphere double layer interaction
energy37-32. In general, the LSA method yields the correct interaction at large separations
for all surface potentials and particle sizes; Derjaguin's integration gives accurate results
for large particles at short distances; and the McCartney and Levine formulation43 is a
good approximation at all separations but small potentials. It should be noted that
although the first two methods themselves place no restriction on the potentials, the
resulting expressions often do because of the difficulty in solving the PBE. Therefore,
care must be taken in choosing the right expression.
In the case of concentrated colloidal dispersions, however, interaction energy
between particles (as in a gel layer) is multiparticle in nature so modification of the two
body interaction has to be made in order to allow for multiparticle interactions. A method
by which the multiparticle nature of such interactions can be taken into account is to use a
cell model44 combined with a numerical solution of the non-linear PBE in spherical co10

ordinates45-49. This cell model is based on the Wigner and Seitz cell model50 that
approximated the free electron energy of a crystal lattice by calculating the energy of a
single crystal since it had the same symmetry as the lattice.
The concentrated colloidal dispersion can now be considered as being divided
into spherical cells so that each cell contains a single particle and a concentric spherical
shell of an electrolyte solution, having an outer radius of certain magnitude such that the
particle cell volume ratio in the unit cell is equal to the particle volume fraction
throughout the entire suspension, and the overall charge density within the cell is zero
(electro-neutral). This kind of approach gives a mean field approximation that accounts
for multiparticle interactions to yield the configurational electrostatic free energy per
particle47. By equating the configurational free energy with the pairwise summation of
forces in hexagonal arrays, an expression for the repulsive force between two particles
can be obtained which implicitly takes into account the multiparticle effect45
( )

( )

(

(

( )

)

)

(1.7)

where Sβ(D) is the surface area of the spherical cell around the particle, n0 the ion number
concentration, k the Boltzmann's constant, T the absolute temperature, z the valence of
the ions, e the elementary electronic charge and ψβ(D) the potential at the surface of the
spherical cell.
In order to evaluate the above equation the size of the cell and the potential at the
cell surface need to be known. The radius of the fluid shell can be determined with the
volume fraction approach47. The potential at the outer boundary of the cell may be
determined by solving the non-linear PBE in spherical co-ordinates numerically.
1.2.3. DLVO Theory
11

The DLVO theory is named after Derjaguin and Landau16, Verwey and
Overbeek17 who developed it in the 1940s. The theory describes the force between
charged surfaces interacting through a liquid medium. It combines the effects of the
London–van der Waals attraction and the electrostatic repulsion due to the overlap of the
double layer of counterions. The central concept of the DLVO theory is that the total
interaction energy of two surfaces or particles is given by the summation of the attractive
and repulsive contributions. This can be written as
(1.8)
where the total interaction energy Vtotal is expressed in terms of the repulsive double layer
interaction energy, VR, and the attractive London–van der Waals energy, VA. Contrary to
the double layer interaction, the van der Waals interaction energy is mostly insensitive to
variations in electrolyte strength and pH. Additionally, the van der Waals attraction must
always be greater than the double layer repulsion at extremely small distances since the
interaction energy satisfies a power-law, whereas the double layer interaction energy
remains finite or increases far more slowly within the same separation range.
According to DLVO theory, the phase behavior of a colloidal system is
determined by competition between the van der Waals attraction and electrostatic
repulsion. Different DLVOinteractions are summarized in Figure 1.2. Depending on the
surface charge density and electrolyte concentration, different phase behaviors may
occur:

12

Figure 1.2 Scheme of the DLVO theory: (a) Surfaces repel strongly, small colloidal
particles remain stable; (b) Surfaces are at equilibrium at secondary minimum if it is deep
enough, colloids remain kinetically stable; (c) Surfaces come into secondary minimum,
colloids coagulate slowly; (d) The critical coagulation concentration, surfaces may

13

remain in secondary minimum or adhere, colloids coagulate rapidly; (e) Surfaces and
colloids coalesce rapidly.51
(1) For highly charged surfaces in dilute electrolyte, a strong repulsion is
obtained so that the colloidal particles remain stable in this condition (curve a). (2) In
higher electrolyte solutions, a secondary minimum appears at curve b. Even though the
thermodynamic equilibrium state may be with the particles in contact in the deep primary
minimum, the energy barrier may be too high for the particles to overcome during any
reasonable time period. As a result, the particles will either come to the weaker secondary
minimum well or stay totally dispersed in solution (curve b). (3) At low surface charge
density or potential, the energy barrier is relatively low, leading to a slow aggregation
among colloidal particles (curve c). Once the energy barrier falls below zero, the particles
coagulate rapidly (curve d). The colloidal system becomes unstable. (4) In the absent of
a surface charge or potential, the interaction is dominated by the van der Waals attraction.
Two surfaces strongly attract each other at all separations (curve e). 51
1.3. Stabilization of Colloidal Suspensions
Particles in suspension tend to aggregate especially for large sizes due to the
effect of gravity. Stability refers to the condition in which the colloidal particles do not
aggregate at a significant rate. The DLVO theory suggests that the stability of a colloidal
suspension is determined by the sum of the van der Waals attraction and repulsion
between colloidal particles as they approach each other driven by the Brownian motion.
When the van der Waals attraction is stronger than the repulsion, colloidal particles will
aggregate, and the state of the suspension is unstable. If the repulsion is sufficient high to
overcome the van der Waals force, the system will achieve stability. Thus, in order to
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enhance the stability of a colloidal suspension, the repulsion between the particles needs
to be strengthened. According to the types of repulsion, the typical fundamental
mechanisms of colloidal stability are divided into two kinds: steric repulsion, and
electrostatic repulsion. In practice, the most popular way to achieve this is to add an
additional component like a surfactant or polymer that adsorbs on the colloidal particles
and changes their surface properties.52
1.3.1. Surfactants
When added to an aqueous solution, surfactants adsorb readily onto the surface of
a hydrophobic particle as well as hydrophilic surfaces in an apolar medium. They selfassemble on the surface to form a monomolecular film which typically eliminates the
charges on the particle. The repulsive force between colloidal particles is mainly
determined by the interaction between the surfactant monolayers. In an apolar solution,
the apolar chains of the surfactant are exposed to the solution and keep colloidal particles
apart like a short brush; for charged surfactants, the long-range electrostatic repulsion
will operate effectively due to the reduction of the van der Waals attraction.49
Although surfactants provide an efficient way to enhance the stability of colloidal
suspensions, they has some disadvantages. For example, the surfactant may contaminate
the heat transfer media. Surfactants may produce foams upon heating, when heating and
cooling are routine processes in heat exchange systems. The attached surfactants on
colloidal surfaces may also change the thermal properties of the colloidal particles and
solvent.49
1.3.2. Electrostatic Stabilization
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Another effective way to counterbalance the van der Waals attraction between
colloidal particles in polar liquids is to shell the particles with a Coulombic repulsion. In
liquid dispersion media, ionic groups can adsorb to the surface of a colloidal particle
through different mechanisms to form a charge layer. To maintain electro-neutrality, an
equal number of counterions with the opposite charge will surround the colloidal particles
and give rise to overall charge-neutral double layers. In charge stabilization, it is the
mutual repulsion of these double layers surrounding particles that provides stability.
Thus, if the electric potential associated with the double layer is sufficiently high, the
electrostatic repulsion between the particles prevents their aggregation (Figure 1.3). In an
electrostatic-regulated system, the degree of dispersion is controlled by adjusting either
ionic strength or pH of the electrolyte solution. There has been several analytical
approximations or numerical solutions for calculation of the electrostatic potential
energy.36-47 For spherical particles of equal size that approach one another under
conditions of constant potential, the electrostatic double-layer interactions Velectro can be
estimated by means of the well-known Hogg-Healy-Fuerstenau (HHF) formula39, given
by
(

)

(1.9)

provided a is sufficiently large (>10). In contrast, when the double layer around each
particle is extensive (a<5), Velectron is given by15,52
(

)

(1.10)

where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, εr is the dielectric constant, a is the radius of the
particle, D is the separation distance, ψ0 is surface potential,  is reciprocal of the Debye
length. Debye length is given by34
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where I is the ionic strength of the electrolyte, k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the
absolute temperature, N
A is the Avogadro number, and e is the elementary charge. Debye
length is the measure of a charge carrier's net electrostatic effect in solution, and how far
those electrostatic effects persist. A Debye sphere is a volume whose radius is the Debye
length, in which there is a sphere of influence, and outside of which charges are
electrically screened. The notion of Debye length plays an important role in colloids.
The thickness of the double layer depends on the ionic strength of the dispersion
medium. For 1:1 electrolytes, the ionic strength is proportional to the concentration c. At
low ionic strengths (electrolyte c=10-3), the thickness of the double layer is about 510nm, which is of the same order as the van der Waals attraction. This explains the
observation of charge stabilization in dispersion media of low ionic strength. The
thickness of the double layer is reduced significantly with increasing the ionic strength.
At ionic strengths for electrolyte c>10-1 M, the thickness of the double layer is less than 1
nm. In that case, the range of double layer electrostatic repulsion is usually insufficient to
counterbalance the van der Waals attraction. This accounts for the fact that most chargestabilized dispersions coagulate when increasing the ionic strength of the dispersion
medium. Hence, one great disadvantage of charge stabilization of particles is its great
sensitivity to the ionic strength of the dispersion medium. In addition it only works in
polar liquids which can dissolve electrolytes. However, due to the advantages in
simplicity and cost, charge stabilization is still widely used in stabilizing dispersions in
aqueous media.
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Figure 1.3 Schematic illustration of electrostatic stabilization.
1.3.3. Steric Stabilization
Steric stabilization provides an alternate route of controlling colloidal stability
that can be used in aqueous and non-aqueous systems. In this approach, absorbed
polymeric molecules are used to create steric repulsion.

When two particles with

adsorbed polymer layers approach each other at a distance of less than twice the thickness
of the adsorbed layer, an interaction between the two layers takes place (Figure 1.4). The
degree of stabilization can be defined quantitatively in terms of the energy change
occurring upon the interaction of the adsorbed layers. The Gibbs free energy change ∆G
of the overlap interaction of the adsorbed layers is expressed as ∆G = ∆H -T∆S. If ∆G is
negative upon the overlap of the adsorbed layers, flocculation or coagulation will result,
and if ∆G is positive, stabilization will result. Under isothermal conditions, the stability is
then a function of the enthalpy change, ∆H and the entropy change, ∆S. In one entropic
stabilization theory, it is assumed that a second surface approaching the adsorbed layer is
impenetrable. Thus, the adsorbed layer is compressed and the polymer segments present
in the interaction region lose configurational entropy. That is, the polymer segments
occupy fewer possible configurations in the compressed state than in the uncompressed
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state. This reduction in entropy increases ∆G, producing the net effect of repulsion
between the particles and thus preventing the particles from flocculating. 51

Figure 1.4 Schematic illustration of steric stabilization.
Steric stabilization has several distinct advantages over electrostatic stabilization:
(1) Relative insensitivity to the presence of electrolytes. For instance, for 1:1
electrolytes, a charge-stabilized dispersion will not be stable and coagulate when the
concentration of electrolytes exceeds the 10-1 M limit. The dimensions of polymer chains
display no such dramatic sensitivity and sterically stabilized dispersions are relatively
insensitive to the presence of electrolyte.
(2) Equal efficacy in both aqueous and nonaqueous dispersion media. Charge
stabilization is less effective in nonaqueous dispersion media than it is in aqueous media.
This is primarily due to the low relative dielectric constant (<10) of most nonaqueous
media. In contrast, steric stabilization is effective in both nonaqueous media and aqueous
media. This explains why steric stabilization is usually preferred for nonaqueous
dispersion media.
(3) Equal efficacy at both high and low solids content. In charge stabilization in
nonaqueous media, the thickness of the double layers can be so large, (due to the low
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dielectric constant of the dispersion medium), that the mere preparation of high solids
dispersions forces the particles too close together which then leads to coagulation. In
aqueous dispersion media, the preparation of charge-stabilized particles at high solids
dispersions is often difficult because of the gel formation induced by the interactions
between the double layers surrounding each particle.
(4) Reversibility of flocculation. The coagulation of charge-stabilized particles
(induced by the addition of electrolyte) is usually irreversible by subsequent dilution. In
contrast, flocculation of sterically stabilized dispersions (induced by the addition of a
nonsolvent for the stabilizing moieties) can usually be reversed spontaneously by mere
dilution of the nonsolvent concentration to a suitably low value. This difference is due to
the fact that sterically stabilized dispersions may be thermodynamically stable while
charge stabilized dispersions are only thermodynamically metastable. As a consequence,
for charge stabilized dispersions, the coagulated state represents a lower energy state and
the coagulation can be reversed only after input of work into the system. Another
important consequence of the thermodynamic stability of sterically stabilized dispersions
is that they can re-disperse spontaneously after drying.
1.3.4. Electrosteric Stabilization
Polyelectrolyte species are widely used additives that can impart electrostatic and
steric stabilization to a given colloidal dispersion.54 Such systems are often referred to as
electrosterically stabilized (Figure 1.5). Polyelectrolytes contain at least one type of
ionizable group (e.g., carboxylic or sulfonic acid groups), with molecular architectures
that range from homopolymers, such as poly (acrylic acid), to block copolymers with one
or more ionizable segments. Polyelectrolyte adsorption is strongly influenced by the
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chemical and physical properties of the solid surfaces and solvent medium.55 For
example, adsorption is strongly favored when polyelectrolyte species and the colloid
surfaces of interest carry opposite charges.56 At small adsorbed amounts, such species can
promote flocculation either via surface charge neutralization or bridging mechanisms. At
higher adsorbed amounts, particle stability increases because of long-range repulsive
forces resulting from electrosteric interactions.57 For a given system, the adsorption
behavior and conformation of polyelectrolyte species can be modulated by tailoring
solvent conditions (e.g., pH and ionic strength).58, 59

Figure 1.5 Schematic illustration of electrostatic stabilization.
1.3.5. Nanoparticle Haloing - A New Colloidal Stabilization Mechanism
As summarized above, traditional methods to stabilize a suspension typically
involve tuning of the effective interactions through charged groups or through grafting
short polymer chains onto the colloidal surface. These mechanisms, however, pose
serious problems in certain situations, such as the fabrication of close-packed colloidal
crystals, where they cause an increase in the lattice spacing of the sedimented colloids
and thus lead to cracking of the crystal upon drying. The attached surfactants on colloidal
surfaces may also change the thermal properties of the colloidal particles and solvent.
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Since 2001, a novel method called “Nanoparticle Haloing” proposed by Tohver et
al. has provided a new perspective on the stabilization of colloidal suspensions.98-100They
observed that negligibly charged silica suspensions can be stabilized by adding small
amounts of highly charged ZrO2 nanoparticles due to the formation of a non-adsorbing
layer of highly charged nanoparticles around weakly charged colloidal microspheres
(Figure 1.6). Subsequently, this new stabilization method through nanoparticles has been
successfully applied to several other colloidal-nanoparticle systems, such as silicapolystyrene and silica-alumina.101-103 Further studies have shown that the nanoparticle
halo is not confined to mixtures of weakly charged colloids and highly charged
nanoparticles, but can also be observed in mutually charged microparticle/nanoparticle
dispersions.104 By means of ultrasmall-angle X-ray scattering, Zhang et al. quantified
that, at zirconia volume fraction of 10-3, the self-organized nanoparticle layer is
approximately 2 nm away from the colloidal surface at pH 1.5 which is nearly equal to
the Debye length.105
In order to understand the mechanism of the nanoparticle-regulated stabilization,
recent works have been focused on investigation of the interactions between colloidal
surfaces in the presence of nanoparticles through both simulation and experimental
methods.

Different

Monte

Carlo

simulation

approaches

and

a

modified

Poisson−Boltzmann equation have been introduced to investigate critical conditions for
the formation of nanoparticle halos.106-111 By using Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM),112
we are the first group that directly measured the interaction force between colloidal
surfaces in charged nanoparticle suspensions, providing insight into understanding the
fundamental mechanism of nanoparticle haloing. Direct force measurements will be
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detailed in the next sections (1.4 & 1.5). The experimental interaction force curves
demonstrate that an electrostatic repulsion between weakly charged colloidal surfaces is
induced by the addition of highly charged nanoparticles. Once the effective repulsion is
sufficient to overcome van der Waals attraction above a critical nanoparticle
concentration, the colloidal microsphere-plate system would be prevented from
aggregation. Moreover, a force barrier at ~2 nm in the force curve has been measured at
volume fraction of 10-5 which suggests the distance between nanoparticle halo and
colloidal surfaces is approximately the system’s Debye length. This dissertation is a
continuation of that previous study. The effect of nanoparticle properties such as size and
concentration on the formation of the nanoparticle halo has been studied. A theoretical
model of estimating interactions in the nanoparticle haloing system has been developed
as well.

Figure 1.6 Schematic illustration of nanoparticle-halo stabilization.
The stabilization mechanism of nanoparticle haloing may be of particularly high
value in applications where steric stabilization using adsorbed species may unfavorably
alter the particle size or may interfere with reactivity or availability of the surface, such as
in

ceramics

processing,

chemical-mechanical

functionalization, or catalysis.113
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1.4. Interaction Measurements among Colloidal Particles
As mentioned above, there have been well-developed theories that describe the
inter-particle interactions in colloidal suspensions, most of which can be resolved either
analytically or numerically in terms of the underlying fundamentals. Moreover, the past
several decades have seen the advent of accurate direct measurements of the forces acting
between particles as a function of surface separation in liquids. These have facilitated the
validation of the inter-particle interaction theories and the further insight into more
complex phenomena.
The first direct measurement of inter-particle forces was conducted by Derjaguin
et al. who measured the attractive van der Waals forces between a convex lens and a flat
glass surface in vacuum.114, 115 An electro-balance was used to measure the forces and an
optical technique to detect the distance between two glass surfaces. The distance is in the
range of 100 – 1000 nm, and the results fell within 50% of theoretical predicted van der
Waals forces. Derjaguin et al.'s work paved the way for the highly accurate techniques
that are employed nowadays for measuring the interactions between surfaces in vapors
and liquids. Ever since the first direct measurements of forces between surfaces, various
techniques have been developed, which allow for the full force laws to be measured at the
angstrom level. The first accurate, direct measurements of forces between macroscopic
solid surfaces immersed in aqueous electrolytes were reported in 1978 by Israelachvili
and Adams116 using an instrument referred to as a surface forces apparatus (SFA), which
is based on the use of muscovite mica, a material originally suggested by Debye. The
separation distance between these molecularly smooth crystals could be accurately
measured using interferometry and the force obtained by measurement of the deflection
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of a spring. Although problems were encountered, the forces in some cases117 were found
to be in complete agreement with the DLVO theory.
Although the SFA technique has been successfully applied to the detailed study of
surface interactions, it is limited by the requirements that the substrates are: (1) composed
of thin (micrometre) sheets, (2) molecularly smooth on both faces over a relatively large
area of several square centimeters, and (3) semitransparent.118, 119 So far, mica, due to its
molecularly smooth surface and ease of handling, has been the primary surface material
used in SFA studies.
Another important, although less direct, technique for measuring forces between
macromolecules or lipid bilayers is the osmotic stress method.120, 122In the osmotic stress
method a dispersion of vesicles or macromolecules is equilibrated with a reservoir
solution containing water and other small solutes, which can freely exchanged with the
dispersion phase. The reservoir also contains a polymer which cannot diffuse into the
dispersion. The polymer concentration determines the osmotic stress acting on the
dispersion. The spacing between the macromolecules or vesicles is measured by X-ray
diffraction. In this way one obtains pressure-versus-distance curves.
During the last 10–15 years a new technique called total internal reflection
microscopy (TIRM) was developed.123 Using TIRM, the distance between a single
microsphere immersed in a liquid and a transparent plate can be monitored with typically
1 nm resolution. The distance is calculated from the intensity of light scattered by the
sphere when illuminated by an evanescent wave through the plate. From the equilibrium
distribution of distances sampled by Brownian motions the potential energy-versus-
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distance can be determined. TIRM complements force measurements with the SFA
because it covers a lower force range.
These techniques have allowed accurate measurement of surface and inter-particle
forces and led to improved understanding in this field. However, only a limited number
of systems could be investigated because of restrictions to the material properties and the
complexity of the equipment. In contrast, the Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) is
relatively easy to use.
1.5. Atomic Force Microscopy

Figure 1.7 Schematic of an atomic force microscope.
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The Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) was developed following the dramatic
appearance of the scanning tunneling microscope, and both owe their development to the
availability of improved piezoelectric devices, digital signal processing, and extended PC
storage.124 The AFM uses a light lever to detect the deflection of a fine cantilever spring
as it interacts with the substrate surface beneath it using a piezoelectric transducer. A
laser light is focused onto the back of the cantilever spring. The reflected light is directed
onto a split photodiode detector, which produces a current signal proportional to the
cantilever deflection. The approach speed and relative particle–surface position are
accurately controlled by application of a voltage across the piezoelectric ceramics. In the
force measurements, motion in the x and y directions is disabled and the piezoelectric
tube is used to move the probe in the z direction and the cantilever deflection is
continuously measured. The deflection of the cantilever can be converted to a force using
Hooke's law and the known spring constant of the cantilever.
The AFM device has also the advantage of being able to image non-conducting
surfaces to high resolution in air or even in liquid, which enables the study of a wide
range of solid – liquid interfaces under real conditions. A topographic image of the
surface is obtained by monitoring the vertical movement of a piezoelectric crystal
required to maintain a constant spring deflection, as the tip of the spring is scanned across
the surface also by the piezo.125 This information is stored on the computer with the
relative position and then used to generate a three-dimensional image of the surface.
In 1991, a commercial AFM device was adapted to detect the spring deflection
resulting from the interaction of a fine colloidal particle attached to the top of a cantilever
with a flat substrate of the same material, immersed in a range of aqueous electrolyte
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solutions.126 Using this technique, colloidal forces were measured directly for the first
time. The results obtained using a silica glass colloid and flat substrate were found to be
in good agreement with the DLVO theory down to surface separations of about 3–4 nm.
The change in decay lengths with added electrolyte also agreed with theory.127 In
addition, the surface electrical potentials extracted from the DLVO theoretical fits are
consistent with values obtained using other techniques, such as microelectrophoresis.128
1.5.1. Working mode
AFM has three primary modes of operation: contact mode, non-contact mode, and
tapping mode or intermittent.
(1) Contact Mode. Contact mode is the most direct AFM imaging mode. Here, the
force on the cantilever is kept constant and the distance between the tip and the sample
surface is sufficiently small to allow a core repulsion effect. As the probe is moved over
the sample surface, the topography changes cause variations in the tip-sample interaction.
The force incident on the cantilever tip is altered and the equilibrium between the elastic
force of the deflected cantilever and applied force changes. The deflection is detected by
photodiode deflection of a light beam, which is fed back to the piezo controller, which
adjusts the Z-position of the sample to restore the set point force and deflection.
Constant height mode involves the cantilever in a fixed position with respect to
the piezo. The constant force mode however, involves a total force between the cantilever
tip and sample is held constant by means of a feedback loop. The scanner moves up and
down to keep the cantilever deflection constant as the topography changes.129 This
method is capable of generating accurate topographies but is strongly influenced by tip
geometry and would potentially damage the sample surface or tip.
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(2) Non-Contact Mode. In this mode the AFM cantilever is vibrated near the
sample surface. The distance between the tip and the surface maintains that the attractive
van der Waals force is dominant. The cantilever is held at a 5–10 nm distance away from
the surface and oscillated at a resonant frequency.
The force between the tip and sample is several orders of magnitude lower than
in the contact mode. Soft surfaces can be analyzed and samples are not damaged or
contaminated through contact. It has been shown that this mode is more effective for
imaging biology membranes.130-132 However, this technique is only applicable for use in
air, where the van der Waals forces dominate. In liquids there are frequently additional
repulsive forces, which mitigate the Van der Waals interaction.
(3) Intermittent-Contact/Tapping Mode. This is a hybrid of the preceding methods
where the cantilever being vibrated is held at a distance closer to that of contact imaging.
A resonant frequency is reached and then contact is made with the sample. With this
mode, an image is obtained by monitoring the changes in the cantilever oscillation
amplitude as the tip to sample distance changes with sample topography. It combines
qualities of both the contact and noncontact modes by collecting sample data and
oscillating the cantilever tip at or near its natural resonance frequency while allowing the
cantilever tip to impact the target sample for a minimal amount of time. The advantage
here is that the lateral forces are reduced and the energy loss from tip-sample contact
naturally leads to an amplitude loss, which is measured to identify surface features.133
1.5.2. Force Measurements
Image contrast arises because the force between the tip and sample is a function
of both tip–sample separation and the material properties of the tip and sample. To date,
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in most applications image contrast is obtained from the very short-range repulsion,
which occurs when the electron orbitals of tip and sample overlap (Born repulsion).
However, further interactions between tip and sample can be used to investigate
properties of the sample, the tip, or the medium in between. These measurements are
usually known as ‘‘force measurements’’. In an AFM force measurement the tip attached
to a cantilever spring is moved towards the sample in normal direction. Vertical position
of the tip and deflection of the cantilever are recorded and converted to force-versusdistance curves, briefly called ‘‘force curves’’.
In a force measurement, the AFM cantilever is moved up and down in the vertical
direction by applying a voltage to the piezoelectric translator, while measuring the
cantilever deflection. After attaching one microsphere to the cantilever tip and a second
microsphere to the surface of the support, it is possible to measure to the force of
interaction between colloidal particles. According to Hooke’s law (F=kd, where F
corresponds to the driving force, k is the spring constant of the cantilever, d is the
cantilever deflection), the force is directly proportional to the cantilever deflection.
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Figure 1.8 Schematic of a typical cantilever deflection-vs.-z scanner height curve.
In force measurement mode the AFM tip approaches and is pushed into the
sample until a predefined force is reached; at this point the tip is retracted again. During
this complete cycle the position of the tip as well as the force exerted on the cantilever
are accurately monitored, resulting in a force curve (Figure 1.8). At the beginning
(Fig.1.8_1), the distance between the probe and the surface is large and probe-surface
interactions are absent. As the probe approaches the surface, if the tip experiences
repulsion, the cantilever deflects upward (Fig.1.8_2); if the tip detects attraction, the
cantilever deflects downward (Fig.1.8_4). As the tip is brought closer to the surface, it
comes in a contact with the surface when attractive forces are greater than the stiffness of
the cantilever and the repulsive forces (Fig.1.8_3). Once the tip is in contact with the
surface, a nearly linear (constant) compliance region appears. After the cantilever force
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reaches the desired force set-point value, the process is then reversed while the cantilever
is retracted.
1.5.3. Colloidal Probe AFM Technique
The colloidal probe technique was introduced in 1991. Ducker et al.126 glued
silica spheres onto cantilevers while Butt used glass spheres124. The colloid probes are
usually prepared by attaching a sphere to a standard AFM cantilever with resin or glue.
During the attachment procedure, the cantilever is mounted into the head of the AFM, as
seen in Figure 1.9. The sphere and a thin layer of the glue are placed next to each other
on a glass surface. A micromanipulator is used to coat the end of the cantilever with glue
and then pick up a single sphere. Great care should be taken not to coat the lower surface
of the sphere with the glue.

Figure 1.9 SEM images of a colloid probe: a silica sphere (1 µm) attached to the apex of
AFM cantilever.
With the development of colloidal probe technique, it is possible to measure
directly the DLVO forces between several materials which are of special interest in
colloidal science, e.g. silica, and silicon nitride; copper and nickel; zinc and lead
sulphide; titanium oxide; zirconia; and alumina. In addition the spheres held on the end of
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the cantilever can be coated with different polymers in order to investigate the interaction
of the polymer with relevant surface.135-137
We are the first group that has directly measured the interaction forces between a
silica microsphere and plate in highly charged nanoparticle solutions, which provides a
new perspective on understanding the fundamental mechanism of nanoparticle haloing
system. In this work, AFM force measurement is continually employed to investigate the
interaction between colloidal surfaces in zirconia nanoparticle suspensions with varying
concentrations and sizes, in order to elucidate the fundamental mechanism of
nanoparticle haloing.
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CHAPTER 2
TECHNIQUES
2.1. Force Measurements by Atomic Force Microscopy

Figure 2.1 A representation of the XE100 AFM used during experiments.141
As detailed in the introduction, CP-AFM provides a relatively easy and accurate
method for direct force measurement between colloidal microspheres. Therefore, in this
work an XE100 AFM (Figure 2.1) was used to perform the scanning and the force
measurement experiments in order to investigate the fundamental mechanism of colloidal
stabilization through nanoparticles. This study is of particular interest in measuring
interactions

between

colloidal

particles
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in

the

medium

of

a

nanoparticle

suspension. By pre-attaching a colloidal particle onto an AFM cantilever and another
particle of the same material on the sample stage, it’s possible to measure the interaction
between colloidal particles while the tip is approaching the surface. In practice, however,
it is of great difficulty to align two microspheres (~1 µm) coaxially. Thus the
experimental interaction measurements were simplified from a microsphere-microsphere
system (Fig 2.2a) to microsphere-plate (Fig 2.2b) by using a colloidal probe to approach a
plate substrate of the same material, which can be taken as interaction between colloidal
particles with dramatically different diameters.

Figure 2.2 Schematic description of AFM force measurement for a) sphere-sphere
system, b) sphere-plate system.

The direct result of a force measurement is a measure of deflection of the
cantilever as a function of the scanner displacement. These data can directly be converted
to force vs. distance profiles by defining the zero points for both the force and the
separation distance (Figure 2.3).142 The zero separation distance was chosen where
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cantilever deflection was linear with sample displacement at high force, and the zero
force occurs when deflection maintained a constant value at large separation distance. 143148

Figure 2.3 Schematic of typical Piezo Scanner Deflection-vs.-Piezo Height curve and
corresponding force-vs.-distance curve.
2.2. Zeta Potential
Zeta potential is a scientific term for electro-kinetic potential in colloidal systems.
When charged particles are present in a medium, an electric double layer will be
developed. The double layer consists of ions, which are firmly bound to the surface
(Stern layer) and ions, which are loosely bound (diffuse layer) to the surface (see figure
2.4). From a theoretical viewpoint, the zeta potential is the electric potential in the
interfacial double layer (DL) at the location of the slipping plane versus a point in the
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bulk fluid away from the interface. In other words, zeta potential is the potential
difference between the dispersion medium and the stationary layer of fluid attached to the
dispersed particle. A value of 25 mV (positive or negative) can be taken as the arbitrary
value that separates low-charged surfaces from highly charged surfaces. The significance
of zeta potential is that its value can be related to the stability of colloidal dispersions.
The zeta potential indicates the degree of repulsion between adjacent, similarly charged
particles in dispersion. For molecules and particles that are small enough, a high zeta
potential will provide stability, i.e., the solution or dispersion will resist aggregation.
When the potential is low, attraction exceeds repulsion and the dispersion will break and
flocculate. So, colloids with high zeta potential (negative or positive) are electrically
stabilized while colloids with low zeta potentials tend to coagulate or flocculate.149-150

Figure 2.4 The double layer of a plane.
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In summary, zeta potential is a measure of the magnitude of the electrostatic
repulsion between colloidal particles, and is a fundamental parameter known to affect
stability. Its measurement provides the causes of dispersion, aggregation or flocculation,
which can be applied to improve the formulation of dispersions, emulsions and
suspensions. In this work, a 90 Plus-Zeta particle size analyzer (Brookhaven Instruments,
Holtsville, NY) was used to measure zeta potentials of binary mixtures of colloidal
microspheres and nanoparticles of different compositions. These measurements bring
detailed insight into the effect of additional nanoparticles on the stability of colloidal
suspensions.
The particle analyzer was used to measure sizes of colloidal particles as well. To
determine the size of the particles, it is necessary to measure the Brownian motion of the
particles in the sample using Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS), also known as
Photocorrelation Spectroscopy (PCS). Small particles will move quickly and larger
particles will move slower. The particles are illuminated with a laser and the intensity
fluctuations of the scattered light are analyzed. If a small particle is hit by a light source
the particle will scatter the light in all directions. If many particles are present in the
system a speckle pattern will be formed which consists of bright and dark areas. The
bright areas are regions where the light scattered by the particles has the same phase and
interferes constructively to form a bright patch. The dark areas are regions where the
phase additions are mutually destructive and cancel each other out. The Stokes-Einstein
equation relates the size of the particle with its speed due to Brownian motion. Since the
particles move, the intensity appears to fluctuate. The instrument measures the rate of the
intensity fluctuation and from there calculates the size of the particles.
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2.3. Nanoparticle Adsorption
In order to investigate the degree of nanoparticle deposition on colloidal surfaces
at different nanoparticle concentrations, a scanning electron microscope (SEM) (FEI
Nova 600) was used to obtain images of the nanoparticles adsorbed on silica glass. The
accelerating voltage was 20 kV and the beam current was 5.15 pA. The image mode was
a secondary electron image. An SEM is a type of electron microscope that produces
images of a sample by scanning it with a focused beam of electrons. The electrons
interact with atoms in the sample, producing various signals that can be detected and that
contain information about the sample's surface topography and composition.151 The
electrons coming from an electron gun have a typical energy of 2-40 kV. The electron
beam is demagnified into a probe of electrons.152 The probe of electrons with a diameter
of 1- 10 nm carrying a current of 10−9 − 10−12 A is focused onto the surface and moved
across the surface in parallel lines.151, 153 The interaction of the electrons with the surface
produces several phenomena, among them the emission of secondary electrons with an
energy of 2-5 eV, and high energy backscattered electrons.
The limit between secondary electrons and backscattered electrons is drawn at 50
eV. The secondary electrons are emitted from the sample and generated by inelastic
collisions to high energy levels, so that the excited electrons can overcome the work
function before a deceleration to the Fermi level occurs.151 The backscattered electrons
are electrons from the incident beam, which interact with atoms in the sample and are
backscattered again. The intensity of both emissions, secondary and backscattered
electrons, is sensitive to the angle at which the incident beam contacts the surface. The
emissions are collected by the detectors and amplified. The resulting signal is used to
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control the brightness in a cathode ray tube (CRT).135 The CRT scan is synchronized with
the beam scan, which allows the signals to be transferred point to point and a map of the
scanned area can be displayed. The scanning electron microscopy image is a
magnification of the topography of the sample, secondary or backscattered images can be
obtained. The contrast of a backscattered SEM image depends on the intensity of the
emitted backscattered electrons. When heavy atoms are present in the sample, more
backscattered electrons will be produced and a brighter contrast is obtained. Therefore,
local variations in average atomic number vary the contrast of the image.153 The
interaction of the electrons with the sample produces other emissions: X ray photons,
Auger electrons, and perhaps light.152 The spectrum of the x-radiation can be used for
quantitative chemical microanalysis. Auger electrons are emitted from atomic layer close
to the surface and give information about the surface chemistry.
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CHAPTER 3
FORCE MEASUREMENTS BETWEEN COLLOIDAL
SURFACES IN NANOPARTICLE SOLUSIONS BY
USING CP-AFM
3.1. Introduction
Tuning the dispersion behavior of colloidal microspheres is important in several
industrially relevant products such as coatings, drug carriers and ceramics.1-10,
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Traditional colloidal suspension stabilizations involve controlling the effective
interactions through charged groups or deposition of polymer chains onto the colloidal
surface.162-164 However, these mechanisms have serious disadvantages, such as changing
the thermal properties of the colloidal particles or contaminating the heat transfer
media.49
Since 2001, a novel method called “Nanoparticle Halo” proposed by Tohver et al.
has provided a new perspective on the stabilization of colloidal suspensions.98-100 They
observed that negligibly charged silica suspensions can be stabilized by adding small
amounts of highly charged ZrO2 nanoparticles due to the formation of a non-adsorbing
layer of highly charged nanoparticles around weakly charged colloidal microsphere.
Subsequently, this new stabilization method via nanoparticles has been successfully
applied to several other colloidal-nanoparticle systems, such as silica-polystyrene and
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silica-alumina.101-103 Further studies have shown that the nanoaprticle halo is not confined
to mixtures of weakly charged colloids and highly charged nanoparticles, but can also be
observed in mutually charged microparticle/nanoparticle dispersions.104
With the new colloidal suspension stabilization regulated by nanoparticles
successively developed experimentally, there is an obvious interest in the fundamental
mechanisms responsible for this stabilization. In order to understand the mechanism of
the nanoparticle-regulated stabilization, recent works have focused on the investigation of
interactions between colloidal surfaces in the presence of nanoparticles through both
simulation and experimental methods. Different Monte Carlo simulation approaches and
a modified Poisson−Boltzmann equation have been introduced to investigate critical
conditions for the formation of nanoparticle halos.106-111 Besides, Scheer and co-workers
systematically investigated the effect of the variation of size ratio, volume fraction and
charge on nanoparticle haloing by integral equation theory165. Quite recently, by means of
ultrasmall-angle X-ray scattering, Zhang et al. quantified that, at zirconia volume fraction
of 10-3, the self-organized nanoparticle layer is approximately 2 nm away from the
colloidal surface at pH 1.5 which is nearly equal to the Debye length.105 Unfortunately,
there has yet been no direct quantitative measurement of the colloidal interparticle forces
within this stabilization system.
For colloidal particles, the total interaction force is the summation of a number of
surface forces such as the attractive van der Waals force, the repulsive electrostatic force,
structural forces166, depletion forces,167-169 hydration forces170,

171

, and hydrophobic

forces172. There are three techniques that are primarily employed to measure the
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interaction force between microscopic surfaces: Surface Force Apparatus (SFA), Total
Internal Reflectance Microscopy (TIRM), and Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM).
Surface Force Apparatus (SFA) was first used to directly measurement the surface
forces between macroscopic surfaces in 1978.116 The SFA is a versatile instrument that
can be used in liquid, ambient, and vacuum environments. SFA has the advantage of
obtaining direct measurements of separation and refractive index of the intervening
medium simultaneously. Limitations include having to use macroscopic (cm), transparent
smooth surfaces which limits direct application of the results to a few macroscopic
materials, and makes the direct force measurement for colloid particles impossible.
Finally, it is extremely difficult to conduct a contaminant free experiment because there is
such a large surface area under study.
TIRM123 has a primary advantage that the particle is not attached to a spring
which leads to very sensitive detection of the force between a freely rotating particle and
surface (0.01 pN). However, it is also the primary drawback. In order to generate the
potential energy profile, a stable position between the particle and surface is required for
TRIM, which means the force must be measured in solution. If an attractive force
between the surfaces is sufficiently strong, the force cannot be measured due to the fact
that the particle simply falls into the surface which limits applications of TIRM to cases
where a sufficient van der Waals or hydrophobic attraction exists between the surface and
particle. Moreover, interaction forces cannot be measured in vacuum or air by TRIM.
The development of colloid probe AFM (CP-AFM) where a particle of interest
was attached to the end of the cantilever has made it possible to directly measure and
quantify the total interaction force as a function of separation distance between a
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colloidal particle and a microscopic flat surface in an electrolyte solution.126 It has been
successfully applied to measure interactions between two similarly charged surfaces 173 as
well as between dissimilarly charged surfaces174,

175

. The CP-AFM has been further

extended to measure the surface interaction between two colloidal particles with
diameters up to 2 μm.176 The majority of the CP-AFM force measurements involved the
measurement of double layer repulsion between two charged surfaces in an electrolyte
solution. Explanation of the interaction force between two surfaces in a colloidal
suspension is of even more interest due to its importance in industrial and medical
applications. Recently, the surface force measurement for a zirconia sphere/flat system in
a dispersant suspension has been utilized to explain the steric stabilization of nanozirconia dispersions.177 The interaction forces between two hard surfaces in sodium
dodecyl sulfate containing aqueous systems have also been studied by CP-AFM.178
Subsequently, Drelich and co-workers have measured the colloidal surface forces
between different surfaces in alumina/silica nanoparticle suspensions.179, 180 Because the
CP-AFM technique provides an easy and accurate method to qualify the interaction force
between colloidal surfaces in both electrolyte and nanoparticle solutions, it is used to
investigate the nanoparticle-haloing system in our work.
In this chapter, a comprehensive experimental study has been made to investigate
the interaction force between a neutral silica microsphere and plate in presence of highly
charged nanoparticles as a function of the nanoparticle concentration. Despite direct
measurement of the interaction force between two silica spherical particles is obviously
more practical for investigating nanoparticle haloing mechanisms, it is currently difficult
to align a sphere coaxially with another sphere between smaller spherical particles (~1
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µm), so that the initial measurements discussed in this work were conducted between a
pre-attached microsphere and a flat substrate. This study focuses on the investigation of
the interaction forces between a silica sphere and a silica flat surface in zirconia
nanoparticle suspensions with a variable volume fraction at pH 1.5. Zirconia nanoparticle
haloing around silica spheres was observed at such pH value as reported in prior work.98
Different nanoparticle concentrations and sizes have been studied. The direct observation
of interaction forces in a nanoparticle haloing system will provide a significant
understanding of the phase behavior of colloidal suspension in the presence of charged
nanoparticles.
3.2. Materials and Experimental Method
Materials
The silica microspheres used in force measurement are pre-attached on V-shaped
silicon nitride cantilevers (NOVASCAN, Ames, IA, spring constant ≈ 0.15), with
diameters of 600 nm and 1µm. A silica circular plate with root mean square surface
roughness of < 2 nm (height of 1/16 in., diameter of 1/2 in., Quartz Scientific, Fairport
Harbor, OH) served as the flat substrate. This silica plate has a purity of 99.90%. The
zirconia nanoparticles (Nyacol Nano Technologies Inc., Ashland, MA) were supplied in
suspension (pH≈3.5), with diameters of 10 nm, 50 nm, and 100 nm respectively. By
adding an appropriate amount of DI water, the volume fractions of zirconia suspensions
were prepared to be 10-3, 10-4, 10-5, and 10-6 for each size. The pH of the suspensions was
adjusted to 1.5 by adding nitric acid (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA). No additional salt
was involved in the zirconia suspension that would potentially impact the force
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measurement. The nanoparticle suspensions were then dispersed using an ultrasonic
dismembrator (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) for about 1hr before use.
Methods
Zeta potentials of the silica-zirconia mixtures were measured using a 90 Plus-Zeta
particle size analyzer (Brookhaven Instruments, Holtsville, NY). The binary suspensions
for zeta potential measurements were prepared by adding an appropriate amount of silica
microspheres (Bangs Laboratories, Inc. Fisher, IN) to the zirconia suspensions that have
been prepared as described above. The pH value of the mixture was adjusted to 1.5 by
adding nitric acid and then was sonicated for an hour. The silica microspheres had
average diameters of 600 nm and 1 µm respectively.
Force measurements between silica surfaces were made using an XE-100 AFM
(Park Systems, Santa Clara, CA) operating at a scan rate of 100 nm/s in zirconia
nanoparticle suspensions which were contained in a Petri dish. The silica plate was
initially sonic cleaned for ten minutes, and then cleaned alternatively by deionized water
and anhydrous ethanol three times. After that, the surface was dried in a laminar flow
hood before each experiment. Four different microsphere-nanoparticle size ratios were
investigated: 100 (1µm/10nm), 60 (600nm/10nm), 20 (1µm/50nm) and 10 (1µm/100nm).
For each size ratio, the direct force measurements were conducted in zirconia
nanoparticle suspensions with volume fractions of 10-3, 10-4, 10-5, and 10-6.
3.3. Results and discussion
The effect of zeta potential on the stabilization was firstly investigated in this
study. At a pH of 1.5, the silica suspension has a negligible surface potential of +1mV98
so that the electrostatic repulsion between the colloids could be ignored, while zirconia
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nanoparticles are highly charged at this pH value, and have a consistent zeta potential of
70 mV with zirconia volume fraction varying from 10-6 to 10-3 as reported in literature98.
The zeta potentials measurements were conducted in silica suspensions (volume fraction
of 10-2) with nanoparticle volume fraction vary from 10-6 to 10-2 at pH 1.5. The Zeta
potential data is presented in Figure 3.1, showing that the effective zeta potential of the
binary mixture increases with the nanoparticle concentration. When the nanoparticle
concentration is as low as 10-6, the effective zeta potential is less than 20 mV, indicating
an unstable state of colloidal suspension. As the nanoparticle volume fraction grows to
10-2, the zeta potential increases to 70 mV, suggesting a good stability. This zeta potential
result is accordant with Tohver’s original observations, which illustrated that the colloidal
suspension

can be stabilized by nanoparticles upon a critical

concentration.98-100
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nanoparticle

Figure 3.1 Semi-log plot of effective zeta-potential (ξ) of the binary composite solution as a
function of zirconia nanoparticle volume fraction in pH 1.5 solution (Φsilica=10-2;Φzirconia=10−610−2, silica diameter=1µm, nano diameter=10 nm).

As seen in Figure 3.2, the interaction force between silica surfaces without the
presence of nanoparticles at pH 1.5 is dominated by attractive force at small separation (6
nm), and it fits the theoretical van der Waals force very well. The theoretical van der
Waals force is calculated using the simplified expression of Hamaker when the colloidal
sizes are sufficiently large compared to the distance between them, given as:26
( )

(3.1)

where A is the Hamaker constant of 0.8×10−20J, and R is the radius of the microsphere.
This result confirms that the interaction force between silica surfaces at pH 1.5 is
dominated by the van der Waals attraction, and the electrostatic repulsion between them
can be ignored.
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Figure 3.2 Experimental and theoretical force curves between a silica microsphere and
plate without nanoparticles at pH=1.5.
The interaction force curves between a weakly charged silica microsphere and
plate in highly charged zirconia nanoparticle suspensions at different size ratios are
shown in Figure 3.3. Each force curve is the average of 20 repeated curves obtained
under the same conditions. It can be clearly seen that at a size ratio of 100 (Figure 3.3A),
interaction force between the colloidal silica surfaces in nanoparticle suspension of pH =
1.5 is highly dependent on the nanoparticle volume fraction. Only the van der Waals
attraction is observed when zirconia volume fraction is as low as 10-6, suggesting the
state of colloidal system remains unstable. When the volume fraction increases to 10-5 the
interaction force becomes repulsive, and the repulsion increases with the growing
concentration. This result clearly suggests that in the presence of highly charged
nanoparticles, a nanoparticle layer would form around the weakly charged silica surfaces,
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inducing a charge layer surrounding them. At low nanoparticle concentrations, the
effective electrostatic repulsion is inadequate to mitigate the van der Waals attraction due
to low charge density provided by nanoparticles, thus the interaction between silica
surfaces is dominated by van der Waals attraction. Once the effective electrostatic
repulsion is sufficient to overcome the attraction at higher nanoparticle concentrations,
the colloidal system is stabilized as illustrated at volume fractions 10-5-10-3. Similar
results are observed at other size ratios (Figure 3.3 B, C, D). Our results are accordance
with AFM force measurements made by Walz et al. in both silica-zirconia and silicapolystyrene systems. However, with a minimum nanoparticle volume fraction of 10-3, no
van der Waals attraction was reported in their work .97
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Figure 3.3 Experimental interaction forces between a silica microsphere and plate in
different zirconia nanoparticle suspensions at size ratios of A) 100 B) 60 C) 20, and D)
10.
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3.4. Conclusions
This chapter has clearly demonstrated the transition of interaction force from a
purely attraction to purely repulsion through different nanoparticle concentrations for a
silica sphere-flat system at pH 1.5 by using CP-AFM force measurements. Firstly, the
experimental zeta potential results show that highly charged zirconia nanoparticles are
able to enhance the stability of silica colloidal suspensions when the nanoparticle volume
fraction is above 10-5. Subsequently the force measurements confirm that the interaction
between silica surfaces is dominated by attraction at low nanoparticle concentration, and
shifts to repulsion as zirconia volume fraction increased to 10-5. These results
demonstrate that highly charged nanoparticles would gather around silica surfaces,
leading to an effective charging layer surrounding them. Once the effective electrostatic
repulsion induced by this charge layer is sufficient to overcome the van der Waals
attraction between colloidal surfaces upon a critical nanoparticle concentration, the
colloidal system will be stabilized. The states of colloidal-nanoparticle binary system
indicated by the force measurement are consistent with Tohver’s phase graph which
shows silica suspension (with silica volume fraction lower than 10-2) achieves stable
when nanoparticle volume fraction increases to 10-5.98-100
These direct force measurements provide new insight to understand stabilization
mechanism in nanoparticle / microsphere binary colloidal mixture. In the next chapter, a
theoretical model is developed based on these experimental force curves to estimate
interaction in general nanoparticle-regulated colloidal suspensions.
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CHAPTER 4
MODELLING THE STABILIZATION MECHANISM OF
COLLOIDAL SUSPENSION USING HIGHLY
CHARGED NANOPARTICLES
4.1. Introduction
As shown in the previous chapter, surface forces in nanoparticle-regulated
colloidal system have been measured directly by using CP-AFM technique. In this
chapter a theoretical model has been developed to estimate interaction between colloidal
surfaces in such system.
Since the new stabilization of colloidal suspension named nanoparticle halo was
proposed in 2001, the use of nanoparticles to alter the interaction force between larger
colloidal particles have been extensively investigated. In their original work, Tohver et
al. suggested that these halos could arise from strong electrostatic repulsive forces
between the nanoparticles (i.e., the nanoparticles were crowded close to the microspheres
by multi-particle interactions). Subsequently, Monte Carlo simulations made by Luijten
and coworkers indicated that an alternative scenario was that the nanoparticles were
attracted to the microspheres by either attractive electrostatic forces or weak van der
Waals

forces

(such

an

attraction
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would

likely

be

the

dominant

mechanism for the formation of a halo in the dilute nanoparticle limit). The result of these
halos was a long-range repulsion between the weakly-charged microspheres that,
theoretically, was sufficient to stabilize them against aggregation.
Exploring the interaction forces between colloidal particles has significant
importance in understanding the interparticle interaction for controlling the stability of a
colloidal system. By simply a sphere-sphere system to a sphere-plate system, CP-AFM
measurement is able to qualify the surface interaction forces in the nanoparticle-regulated
colloidal system. We are the first group that have directly measured the interaction force
between two silica surfaces in the presence of highly charged nanoparticles using the CPAFM.112 The experimental force curves show that the interaction at low nanoparticle
concentration is attractive, and became repulsive as the concentration increased,
indicating an electrostatic repulsion between weakly charged colloidal surfaces is induced
by the addition of highly charged nanoparticles. Once the effective repulsion is sufficient
to overcome van der Waals attraction above a critical nanoparticle concentration, the
colloidal microsphere-plate system would be prevented from aggregation. These results
suggest that highly charged nanoparticles are enriched in the region around colloid
surface so that build up a nanoparticle layer around it. McKee et al. obtained similar
results by means of AFM as well.97 However, the contributions of the various
fundamental forces such as van der Waals force, electrostatic repulsion or depletion force
to the repulsion-dominated interaction still remain ambiguous. Besides, despite the
studies referenced above, no one has reported how the halos vary with different
nanoparticle concentrations and sizes.
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The objective of this chapter is to elucidate how charged nanoparticles impact
interactions between colloidal surfaces and provide a model of broadly applicability to
estimate the interactions in microsphere/nanoparticle binary systems. The development of
nanoparticle halo upon varying nanoparticle concentrations has been studied as well.
4.2. Theory and Models
According to DLVO theory, the forces between two surfaces in a liquid can be
regarded as the sum of two contributions. These are the van der Waals forces and the
electrical double layer forces due to the overlapping of the electrical double layers of two
neighboring particles. In our experimental system, despite the electrostatic interaction
between silica surfaces is negligible because of the zero charge at pH 1.5, an effective
repulsion would be generated upon addition of highly charged nanoparticle as indicated
in previous study.112 Thus, an effective electrostatic repulsion was the first consideration
for this model.
(1) Electrostatic Repulsion
In this work, Chan’s algorithm184 which is able to compute the electrostatic
interaction across symmetric electrolytes with high precision is firstly utilized to calculate
the repulsive interaction energy between a microsphere and plate.
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Figure 4.1 The potential profile between planar double layers.

For identical, charged plane-plane interfaces immersed in 1:1 electrolyte, the
schematic of potential profile between planar double layers is shown in Figure 4.1. The
identical potential and osmotic pressure at the surface of the plates is defined to be Ψ0 and
p0. The osmotic pressure between the plates varies from point to point because of the
variation in the potential Ψ. Ψm and pm presents the potential and osmotic pressure at the
midplane, respectively.
The planar Poisson-Boltzmann equation in a 1:1 electrolyte solution of number
concentration n is
(4.1)
where Y=e Ψ/kT and X=κx is the scaled potential and scaled distance respectively, and κ-1
is the Debye length.
At first integration yields
(
Where Q is defined as
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)

(4.2)

√ (

(4.3)

)

Based on the following relationship
( )

(

)

(

(4.4)

)

and equation (4.2), one can derive the differential equation
(

(4.5)

)

In equilibrium, where two surfaces approach one another slowly, several possible
cases might occur: constant surface potential, constant surface charge and neither surface
potential nor surface charge is constant. The constant charge refers to overall charge of
the system and the number of electrons are held constant; the constant potential refers to
the surface potential over the colloids is constant.
Equation (4.5) can be integrated by a suitable numerical technique to calculate the
relationship between X and Ym if the value of Q on the surface (Qs) is known.
At constant surface charge (σ0),
(

)( )(

)

(

)

(

)(

)

(4.6)

By picking an arbitrary value in the range of |Ym| <∞, equation (4.5) can be
numerically integrated from the midplane Q=0 to Q=Qs. If there is a non-zero X for
every Ym, then the value of Ym is recorded. The corresponding non-zero X value stands for
half of the separation between the two plates, that is, X = D/2. Therefore, a relation
between the separation D and Ym can be obtained by choosing a number of Ym values with
Ym increasing to infinity.
At constant surface potential,
√ (

)
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(4.7)

Again by arbitrarily selecting a number from the range of | Ym |=| Y0 |, equation
(4.5) can be numerically integrated from the midplane Q=0 to Qs to obtain a relation
between separation D and Ym.
The electrostatic pressure at each value of D is simply calculated from the
corresponding Ym value by
( )

(

(4.8)

)

The interaction free energy per unit surface area V can be computed from
(4.9)

∫

Besides this theoretical integration, there are several simplified approximations
that can be used to roughly estimate the electrical double-layer interaction depending on
suspension properties. In practice, if the separation distance between surfaces is small
compared to the size of spheres but large compared to Debye length, interaction energy
between two spheres with identical radius of R can be calculated by using Hogg-HealyFuerstenau(HHF) approximation formula39.
(

)

(4.10)

where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, εr is the dielectric constant.
To calculate the potential between a colloidal microsphere and plate, the HHF equation is
expressed as:
Ve
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(4.11)

where asphere is the radius of the silica particle, and ψeffective is zeta potential of the binary
mixture.
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In this work, force measurements were conducted between a silica microsphere
and silica plate substrate in nanoparticle suspensions at pH of 1.5. Surface charge
potentials change from 20 mV to 60mV at varying nanoparticle concentrations. Under
these conditions, both theoretical integration and HHF approximation have been
employed to estimate the electrical double-layer interactions between the microsphere
and plate in the presence of charged nanoparticles. Results are shown in Figure 4.2.
a

b
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c

d

Figure 4.2 Comparison of electrostatic interaction between a sphere and flat based on
theoretical integration and HHF approximation at pH 1.5 and zeta potential of a) 20mv,
b) 30mv, c) 40mv and d) 50mv.
As shown in Figure 4.2.a, there is only a slight difference between the HHF
approximated curve and theoretical integration curves at 20mV, and this difference
diminished when surface charge reached 50mv (Figure 4.2d). Besides, the forces for both
cases are still in the same order of magnitude even at low potential, meaning the HHF
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approximation equation is of sufficient accuracy to evaluate the electrostatic repulsion in
our experimental system. Thus, HHF formula is used to estimate the electrostatic force in
our study.
The HHF approximation is well known to calculate the double layer interactions
at constant surface potential between dissimilar surfaces, and has been utilized to
investigate mechanisms of nanoparticle halo in several other works. 106, 107 We assumed
the effective zeta potential was the same for both silica microsphere and plate, and a
continuum assumption was made for the overlapping of the effective double layers as the
charged layers associated with silica surfaces were approaching.
Considering the nature of the differential relationship between potential and
interaction force, the electrostatic force equation is derived as
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(4.12)

(2) van der Waals Force
Under the condition of nanoparticle halo, with a weak interaction between the
halo and the colloidal particle, the van der Waals attraction between silica microsphere
and plate is barely affected by zirconia nanoparticles, because these particles would be
easily pushed out of the space between the approaching surfaces. Therefore, the
simplified expression of Hamaker’s model is adequate to estimate the van der Waals
force in our model, given as:26
Fv d (WD)   AD R / 6D2

(4.13)

where R is the radius of the microsphere (asphere) and AD is the Hamaker constant
of 0.8×10-20 J.21
(3) Depletion Force
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When a sphere approaches a plate in a nanoparticle suspension at low volume
fraction, an attractive depletion force may begin to evolve. The nanoparticles cannot
penetrate into the gap between the two surfaces, creating a negative osmotic pressure
leading to an outflow of solvent which leads to a further attraction between the surfaces.
The depletion force between a microsphere and plate in nanoparticle solution could be
approximated using Piech’s equation76, written as:
( )

[

{

where a is the nanoparticle size,

]

∞

(

)

is the bulk number density, and kT is

equivalent to 4.11×10−21 J at room temperature.
However, it was found that the effect of the depletion force could be ignored due
to the fact that Fdep has a value of 5.8×10-5nN at nanoparticle volume fraction of 10-3
which is much smaller than the magnitude of the measured total interaction force (~101

nN). Therefore, depletion force is ignored in this model.

(4) The Debye Length Fitting Model
Because the depletion force from the nanoparticles is negligible even at the
highest experimental volume fraction (10-3), the effect of the depletion force can be
ignored in this study. As a result, only the van der Walls attraction and electrostatic
repulsion are taken into account for the total interaction calculation.

Ftotal  FvdW  Feffective

(4.15)

After substituting Eq. (4.12) and (4.13) into Eq. (4.15), we derived the total


interaction equation thusly:
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(4.16)

It should be noted that the term  in Eq. (4.16) stands for the effective Debye
length of the colloid-nanoparticle mixture. Under the condition of nanoparticle halo,
highly charged nanoparticles would segregate around each negligibly charged colloidal
surface, forming a loose nanoparticle layer located a small distance away from the
colloidal surface.98-100 This means the gap between the microsphere surface and its
effective charge plane is affected by the separation between the microsphere and
nanoparticle halo as well as the nanoparticle diameter. As a result, it is impossible to
calculate the thickness of the charge layer using the regular Debye length equation.
Therefore, with  regarded as a fitting parameter, we named the total interaction force in
eq.(4.16) the Debye Length Fitting Model (DLFM).
4.3. Results and discussion
(1) Force Measurements
The interaction force curves between a weakly charged silica microsphere and
plate in highly charged zirconia nanoparticle suspensions at different size ratios are
shown in Figure 4.3. Each force curve is the average of 20 repeated curves obtained
under the same conditions. It can be clearly seen that at a size ratio of 100 (Figure 4.3A),
interaction force between the colloidal silica surfaces in nanoparticle suspension of pH =
1.5 is highly dependent on the nanoparticle volume fraction, which is consistent with
previous results obtained at a size ratio of 60 (Figure 4.3.B). Only the van der Waals
attraction is observed when zirconia volume fraction is as low as 106, suggesting the state
of colloidal system remains unstable. When the volume fraction increases to 10-5 the
interaction force becomes repulsive, and the repulsion increases with the growing
concentration. This result clearly suggests that in the presence of highly charged
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nanoparticles, a nanoparticle layer forms around the weakly charged silica surfaces,
leading an electrostatic repulsion between them. Similar results are observed at other size
ratios (Figure 4.3.C, D).

Figure 4.3 Experimental interaction forces between a silica microsphere and plate in
different zirconia nanoparticle suspensions at size ratios of A) 100 B) 60 C) 20, and D)
10.
(2) Fitting Results
We substituted the measured zeta potential values into Eq. (4.16) and then
adjusted the value of effective Debye length until the theoretical and experimental force
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curves were matched. The final fitting results at different size ratios are graphed in Figure
4.4, with the solid lines representing the fitting curve.
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Figure 4.4 Plots of force vs. separation measured by AFM in nanoparticle suspensions
with varying volume fraction (blue circles) at pH = 1.5, and the theoretical force curves
calculated by the fitting model using an appropriate effective Debye length (red solid
lines). Size ratios: A) 100, B) 60, C) 20.
By choosing appropriate values for effective Debye length, the DLFM fit the
experimental forces very well at size ratios of 100, 60 and 20, except for small deviations
appeared at volume fraction of 10-3 at size ratios of 100 and 20. These good fitting results
indicate DLFM is generally applicable to estimate the interactions in nanoparticle-halo
system. According to DLFM, the total interaction force between two silica surfaces in
presence of highly charged zirconia nanoparticles is mainly composed of a van der Waals
attraction and an electrostatic repulsion. Once the electrostatic repulsion produced by a
highly charged nanoparticle layer is sufficiently strong to overcome the van der Waals
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attraction, silica colloids will be prevented from aggregating. One possible reason for the
deviation observed at volume fraction of 10-3 is the invalidation of van der Waals formula
used in DLFM at such a concentration. As mentioned previously, DLFM assumed that
the additional nanoparticles haloed around silica surfaces, so that the effect of charged
nanoparticles on van der Waals attraction between silica surfaces was negligible due to a
weak interaction between the silica sphere and the zirconia halo. This assumption works
well at low volume fractions (10-6 to 10-4), suggesting nanoparticle haloing exists under
these conditions. However, at higher concentrations, it’s quite possible that the
nanoparticle deposition becomes significant enough to alter the attraction between the
absorbent surfaces. The Walz’s group has recently reported that strong adsorption was
observed in their nanoparticle-regulated binary system.181 In that case, multi-particle
interactions

(i.e.,

attractions

between

nanoparticle-nanoparticle,

nanoparticle-

microsphere) should be taken into consideration when calculating van der Waals
attraction. The effect of adsorption on nanoparticle haloing is elucidated in the next
chapter. .
Table 4.1. Effective Debye Lengths at Varying
Nanoparticle Suspensions Determined by Fitting Model

Size Ratio
100
601
20

Volume Fraction
10-6
10-5
10-4 10-3
2nm 3.3nm 4.2nm
2.5n
3nm
4nm 6.5nm
m
2nm 2.5nm 4nm

Final fitting values of the effective Debye length (Deffective) are summarized in
Table 4.1. At a size ratio of 100, Deffective were found to be 2 nm (10-6), 3.3 nm (10-5), and
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4.2 nm (10-4), which show a successive increase with increasing nanoparticle
concentration.

At pH 1.5, the effective Debye lengths found in our silica-zirconia

systems are larger than those in a pure nitric acid solution (~1.7 nm). This result indicates
that nanoparticles segregate to regions near colloidal surface, leading to a non-zero
distance between nanoparticle layer and silica microsphere which broadens the effective
Debye length of the complex fluid. Based on the fact that Deffective increases with the
nanoparticle concentration, two scenarios can be used to explain how the nanoparticle
halo changes with the nanoparticle concentration. One explanation is, as the number of
nanoparticles increases, the distance between nanoparticle layer and silica sphere (d)
becomes larger in order to minimize the interaction between nanoparticles coexisting in
one halo, leading to a slight shift in the plane of charge, and the effective Debye length is
increased as a result. This process is schematically described in Figure 4.5a. One
alternative is that d is relatively constant as the nanoparticle concentration increases; it is
the increasing nanoparticle density in a halo that attribute to the expanded charge layer
(Figure 4.5b). In other words, when the number of nanoparticles involving in one halo
increases, the average thickness of the nanoparticle layer will increase, and so does the
effective charge layer. However, as suggested by other studies that nanoparticles are
strongly adsorbed to colloidal surfaces at high nanoparticle concentrations, the
nanoparticle layer should not grow further from the colloid with the increasing
nanoparticle concentration. Therefore, realistically the radius of nanoparticle halo will not
change much with nanoparticle concentrations, but the charge layer built up by the halo
will. This process is illustrated in Figure 4.5b.
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a

b

Figure 4.5 Schematic description of the effect of the nanoparticle volume fraction on the
gap between silica sphere and zirconia nanoparticle.
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DLFM fits the experimental data very well at the size ratios of 100, 60, and 20,
indicating its good applicability in estimating interactions in nanoparticle-haloing
systems. However, when the size ratio decreased to 10 (1 µm/100 nm), DLFM failed to
fit the experimental curves over the entire range of nanoparticle concentrations from 10-6
to 10-3 no matter how the effective Debye length was changed, suggesting that there is no
nanoparticle haloing formation at such a low size asymmetry. This is not surprising,
because when the nanoparticle and microsphere size are comparable, the continuum
assumption made in DLFM becomes invalid, and the nanoparticle-colloid mixture could
be taken as a system of differently charged microspheres with similar size. An analytic
integral equation theory has been developed by other researchers to calculate the
interaction under these conditions. 182, 183.
4.4. Conclusions
In summary, we have measured the interaction forces between a weakly charged
silica sphere and plate in highly charged zirconia nanoparticle solutions at varying
concentrations and size asymmetries. Upon reaching a critical low volume fraction (10-5),
highly charged nanoparticles are able to prevent aggregation of colloidal particles by
inducing an effective electrostatic repulsion. Based on the experimental data, the Debye
length fitting model has been developed to generally estimate the interaction force
between neutral colloidal microspheres surrounded by highly charged nanoparticles. The
DLFM suggests: 1) the interaction between microspheres in the presence of nanoparticles
is mainly composed of a van der Waals attraction and an electrostatic repulsion; 2) there
is a non-zero distance between nanoparticle layer and colloidal surface, and the effect of
nanoparticle adsorption on the interaction force between colloidal surfaces can be ignored
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at low volume fractions (10-6 to 10-4). Additionally, the fitting result of effective Debye
length suggests the gap between colloidal surface and surrounding charge layer increases
with increasing nanoparticle concentration.
These results illustrate that the stabilization regulated by charged nanoparticle can
be well explained by the formation of nanoparticle halo which is loosely associated with
colloidal surfaces to mitigate van der Waals forces that drives aggregation. This halo
stabilization mechanism may be of particularly high value in applications where steric
stabilization using adsorbed species may unfavorably change the particle size or may
interfere with availability or reactivity of the surface.
In the next chapter, study is extended to colloidal-nanoparticle system in higher
nanoparticle concentrations. If nanoparticle concentration is significantly high, either
depletion force or nanoparticle adsorption may become obvious to alter interaction force
between colloidal surfaces, leading to the original DLMF developed on the assumption of
nanoparticle halo invalid. Therefore, more interactions are taken into consideration in the
following chapter.
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CHAPTER 5
TUNING THE STABILZATION MECHANISMES OF
NANOPARTICLE-REGULATED COMPLEX FLUIDS
5.1. Introduction
The use of nanoparticles to alter the interaction force between larger colloidal
particles has been investigated for decades and continues to be a topic of interest. The
appealing feature of the nanoparticle-regulated colloidal suspensions is the ability to finetune the range and magnitude of the interaction by controlling either concentration or size
of the nanoparticles. In the early 1950s, Asakura and Oosawa showed theoretically that
the addition of small, non-adsorbing spheres to a solution of larger spheres could produce
an attractive force between the larger particles – the well-known depletion force, and
derived a simple algebraic expression for the interaction between two hard spherical
particles in a solution of non-adsorbing hard spherical nanoparticles that was based on the
increase in free volume available to the nanoparticles upon close approach of the two
particles.70, 71 Since their initial work, the effect of depletion force has been studied in
great detail, both computationally and experimentally. However, in the majority of the
studies the assumption has been that the nanoparticles and microspheres are mutually
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repulsive, such as hard sphere or electrostatic repulsions arising from surface charges.
Such repulsion leads to negative adsorption of the nanoparticles onto the surfaces.
In 2001, Tohver et al. proposed the idea of nanoparticle halos that can arise in
systems of mutually but weakly repulsive microparticle/nanoparticle dispersions.98, 99 The
specific system was larger particles with a very low surface charge in solution with
nanoparticles that have a surface charge of the same sign but of much greater magnitude.
The colloidal suspension was found to be stabilized by using zirconia nanoparticles
within a critical nanoparticle concentration range. They attributed the stabilization
mechanism to nanoparticle haloing which is a non-adsorbing nanoparticle layer
surrounding colloidal particles that leads to an effective electrostatic repulsion between
colloids to mitigate the inherent van der Waals attraction. Their follow-up study proved
that zirconia nanoparticles were enriched near the surface of colloidal silica and the
distance between colloid and the loosely associated nanoparticle layer was approximately
equal to the suspension’s Debye length. Subsequently, by using Monte Carlo simulations,
Liu and coworkers showed that the formation of halo was caused by a weak attraction
between a colloidal microsphere and nanoparticle at low concentrations ( 10-4).106, 107
Besides, the previous chapters have shown our CP-AFM measurement of interactions
between weakly charged colloidal surfaces in the presence of highly charged
nanoparticles. It is found that charged nanoparticle are able to induce a charged layer
over the negligible charged colloidal surface, thus improving the stability of colloidal
suspensions. And the modelling study indicates the nanoparticles segregated to regions
near colloidal particles without direct adsorption onto them from volume fraction of 10-6
to 10-4.
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Since this stabilization method does not rely on adsorption, it is specifically
suitable in applications where using adsorbed species may hinder reactivity or availability
of the surface such as in colloidal surface functionalization and ceramics processing.
Ji et al. also investigated the use of charged nanoparticle to manipulate interaction
between neutral colloids.181 However, instead of nanoparticle halo, they proposed that the
stabilization of binary suspension is caused by sufficient deposition of nanoparticles onto
the colloids, leading to an increase in the effective charge density on the colloidal
surfaces, and thereby enhancing the electrostatic repulsion between them. This increased
repulsion did not vanish upon flushing the nanoparticles out of the system, indicating a
strong nanoparticle adsorption. This result challenges the potential use of highly charged
nanoparticle as a tool to reversibly tailoring colloidal stability. However, their experiment
focused on relatively high nanoparticle volume fractions (≥ 10-3).
These previous works assumed the mechanisms of nanoparticle haloing and
adsorption were mutually exclusive and focused on specific, but largely distinct,
nanoparticle concentrations. In this study, we find that these two mechanisms work
across a continuum to regulate the stability of colloidal suspensions over increasing
nanoparticle concentrations. Firstly, AFM force measurements show that highly charged
zirconia nanoparticles built up an electrostatic repulsion between negligible charged silica
surfaces, thereby preventing them from aggregation at zirconia nanoparticle volume
fractions from 10-5 to 10-2. The follow-up adsorption tests and force modeling indicate
that minor adsorption of nanoparticles is expected at volume fractions of 10-5 – 10-3,
whereas nanoparticles are found to be strongly adsorbed onto colloidal surfaces from 10-3
to 10-2. Based on these results, we propose that 1) the fundamental mechanism of
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nanoparticle-regulated stabilization is “nanoparticle haloing” at low nanoparticle
concentrations, and transits to “adsorption” at high concentrations; 2) there is a transition
region within which the stabilization can be influenced by both nanoparticle haloing and
adsorption. This transition was observed around a nanoparticle volume fraction of 10-3 in
our experiments. Our study suggests that when using highly charged nanoparticles to
stabilize a weakly charged colloidal suspension, the reversibility of stabilization and
accessibility of colloidal surfaces can be controlled by tuning the nanoparticle
concentration.
5.2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Materials
Deionized water was obtained from a Mili-Q system (EMD Millipore, Billerica,
MA), with a resistivity of 18 MΩ⋅cm. The zirconia nanoparticles (Nyacol Nano
Technologies Inc., Ashland, MA) were supplied in colloidal suspensions (pH≈3.5), with
manufacturer reported diameter of 10 nm. The average diameter of the hydrous zirconia
nanoparticle was 9nm: 12% are < 5 nm; 72% are between 5 nm and 10 nm; 16% are > 10
nm. By adding an appropriate amount of DI water, the volume fractions of zirconia
suspensions were prepared to be 10-2, 10-3, 10-4, 10-5 and 10-6. The pH of suspension was
then adjusted to 1.5 by adding nitric acid (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA). An AB15
PLUS pH meter (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) was used to measure the pH values.
Suspensions were dispersed using ultrasonic (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) for about
1hr before use.
Force measurements were conducted by an XE-100 AFM (Park Systems, Santa
Clara, CA). The silica microspheres were pre-attached on V-shaped silicon nitride
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cantilevers (NOVASCAN, Ames, IA, spring constant≈0.15 N/m), with diameters of 600
nm, 1 µm. A silica circular plate with root mean square surface roughness of < 2 nm
(height of 1/16 in., diameter of 1/2 in., Quartz Scientific, Fairport Harbor, OH) served as
the flat substrate.
2.2 Methods
The binary suspensions for zeta potential measurements were prepared by adding
an appropriate amount of silica microspheres (Bangs Laboratories, Inc. Fisher, IN) to the
zirconia suspensions that have been prepared above. The silica microspheres had average
diameters of 600 nm and 1 m. pH value of the mixture was adjusted to 1.5 by adding
nitric acid and then was sonicated for an hour. Both zeta potentials of the silica-zirconia
mixtures and particle sizes were analyzed by a 90 Plus-Zeta particle size analyzer
(Brookhaven Instruments, Holtsville, NY).
Force measurements were made between a silica microsphere and plate by an XE100 AFM (Park Systems, Santa Clara, CA) at a scan rate of 100 nm/s in zirconia
nanoparticle suspensions that were contained in a Petri dish. The silica plate was initially
sonic cleaned for ten minutes, and then cleaned alternatively by DI water and anhydrous
ethanol three times. After that, the surface was dried in a laminar flow hood before each
experiment. Two microsphere-nanoparticle size ratios were investigated in this study:
100 (1000 nm vs. 9 nm) and 60 (600 nm vs. 9 nm).
A scanning electron microscope (SEM) (FEI Nova 600) was used to measure the
nanoparticle adsorption on silica plate by scanning the surface. Silica plates were initially
sonic cleaned for ten minutes, and then cleaned alternatively by DI water and anhydrous
ethanol three times. Different volume fractions of nanoparticle suspensions at pH of 1.5
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were prepared as above, and then sonicated for about 1hr. The cleaned silica plates were
fully placed in nanoparticle suspensions for 30 min. After taken out of the solution, the
silica plate was gently rinsed in DI water that was pre-adjusted to the same pH value to
remove the non-adsorbed nanoparticles from the plate surfaces. Then the plate was dried
in air and taken to the SEM measurement.
5.3. Results and discussion
The interaction force curves between a weakly charged silica microsphere and
plate in highly charged zirconia nanoparticle suspensions at different size ratios are
shown in Figure 5.1. Each force curve is the average of 20 repeated force curves obtained
from different locations under the same conditions. As seen in Figure 1a, at size ratio of
100, the interaction between a silica microsphere and plate in nanoparticle suspension of
pH = 1.5 is sensitively dependent on the nanoparticle volume fraction. Only the attractive
force is observed when the zirconia volume fraction is as low as 10-6. But the interaction
force becomes completely repulsive as nanoparticle volume fraction increased to 10-5,
and the repulsion becomes stronger as the nanoparticle volume fraction increases. These
force profiles indicate that colloidal suspensions are stabilized within volume fraction
range of 10-5 and 10-2 due to the domination of repulsion between the colloidal surfaces.
A similar result is observed at a size ratio of 60 (Figure 5.1b). According to DLVO
theory, which defines the interaction between charged surfaces in an aqueous solution as
a combination of the van der Waals attraction and an electrostatic repulsion, the
interaction between silica particle and plate is dominated by van der Waals attraction due
to a negligible charge on their surfaces in the absence of nanoparticles. The tendencies of
increasing repulsion demonstrate that highly charged nanoparticles will induce an
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electrostatic repulsion between silica surfaces, and it becomes stronger as the number of
nanoparticles that are surrounding the colloidal surfaces increases.

a

b

Figure 5.1 Force profiles between a silica microsphere and plate in varying volume
fractions of zirconia nanoparticles at size ratio of (a) 100; (b) 60.
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In our previous work, a Debye length fitting model (DLFM) was developed to
simply estimate the interaction between colloidal surfaces in the presence of
nanoparticles. In this model the total interaction is expressed as the combination of van
( )

der Waals force, electric repulsive force and depletion force:

(5.1). The approximated equation for each of the forces is expressed
as follows:
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where D is the separation distance of the closest approach between the sphere and the
plate, R is the radius of the microsphere and A is the Hamaker constant of 0.8×10-20 J.127
ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, εr is the dielectric constant, κ is reciprocal of the Debye
length, ψeffective is zeta potential of the binary mixture, a is the nanoparticle size,

∞

is the

bulk number density, and kT is equivalent to 4.11×10−21 J at room temperature. The van
der Waals attraction between a silica sphere and plate is calculated using the simplified
expression of Hamaker when the colloidal sizes are sufficiently large compared to the
distance between them.26 The electrostatic repulsion is calculated using the Hogg-HealyFuerstenau (HHF) formula39, which is well known to calculate the double layer
interactions at constant surface potential between dissimilar surfaces and has been
utilized to study mechanisms of nanoparticle halo in several other works.106,
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We

assume that the effective zeta potential is the same for both silica sphere and plate, and a
continuum assumption is made for the overlapping of effective double layers as silica
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sphere approaching the plate. The depletion force is estimated using Piech and Walz’s
approximation.76 Despite the effect of depletion force was neglected in our original work
of DLFM, the depletion force is taken into account in this study due to the high
nanoparticle concentration dealt with herein.
It should be noted that the term  in Eq. (5.3) stands for the effective Debye
length of the colloid-nanoparticle mixture. Under the conditions of the nanoparticle halo,
highly charged nanoparticles would segregate to each negligibly charged colloidal
surface, forming a loose nanoparticle layer located a small distance away from the
colloidal surface. This means the gap between the microsphere surface and its effective
charge plane is affected by the separation between the microsphere and nanoparticle halo
as well as the nanoparticle diameter. As a result, it is impossible to calculate the thickness
of the charge layer using the regular Debye length equation. Therefore,  is taken as a
variable and is to be determined by fitting the above equation to the experimental
interactions. The total interaction equation with Debye length as the fitting parameter is
named Debye fitting length model (DFLM).
We substituted the measured zeta potential values into Eq. (5.1) and then adjusted
the value of the effective Debye length until the theoretical and experimental force curves
matched. The final fitting results at different size ratios are shown in Figure 5.2, with the
solid lines representing the total interaction force as calculated by the DLFM.
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a

b

Figure 5.2 Experimental force profiles and fitting results by using DLFM at size ratio of
(a) 100; (b) 60. The solid lines represent the total interaction force calculated by the
DLFM.
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As seen in Figure 5.2, the interaction calculated by the DLFM shows a good
agreement with the experiment data as the nanoparticle volume fraction increases from
10-6 to 10-3, indicating the interaction between weakly charged colloidal surfaces
surrounded by highly charged nanoparticles is mainly composed of electrostatic repulsion
induced by nanoparticle charge layer, van der Waals attraction and depletion force at
these concentrations. However, the DLFM tended to underestimate the interaction at
separation distance < 10 nm at volume fraction of 10-2. It should be noticed that DLFM
was developed based on the existence of a “nanoparticle halo” which means
nanoparticles are loosely haloing around the colloidal surfaces and would barely impact
their surface properties. In other words, the effect of nanoparticle adsorption on the
interaction force between colloidal surfaces is ignored in the DLFM. Therefore the failure
of DLFM at high nanoparticle concentration is possibly due to the alteration of the van
der Waals attraction between colloidal surfaces caused by a strong nanoparticle
deposition.
In order to determine if the adsorption of nanoparticles should be expected in the
nanoparticle-stabilized binary system at high concentration, the pair-wise potential
between a nanoparticle and microsphere is estimated. The electrostatic and van der Waals
interactions were calculated using HHF formula and Hamaker’s model as mentioned
above. The electrostatic potential equation is expressed as:
(
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(

(

)

(

)

)
(5.5)

where anano and amicro are the radii of particles, and ψnano and ψmicro are their zeta
potentials. The van der Waals potential is given as:
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The zeta potentials and radii of nanoparticle and microsphere are listed in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1. Surface potentials for silica microsphere and zirconia nanoparticle at pH 1.5.
pH
1.5

anano (nm)
5

amicro (nm)
500

ψnano (mV)
70

Ψmicro (mV)
1

Figure 5.3 The predicted pair potential between a nanoparticle and microsphere.
As shown in Figure 5.3, at pH of 1.5, the energy barrier between a zirconia
nanoparticle and silica microsphere is approximately 2kT at a separation distance of about
2 nm. Under such conditions, it should relatively easy for the nanoparticle to overcome
this barrier and deposit directly onto the silica surface, leading to a high degree of
nanoparticle adsorption.
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a

b

Figure 5.4 SEM image obtained on silica plate that had been immersed in a volume
fraction 10-4 nanoparticle solution for 30min at pH 1.5. Zirconia nanoparticles are
highlighted in red by ImageJ as seen in b; nanoparticle number and adsorption fraction is
estimated by this program as well.
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Figure 5.5 Approximate surface coverage fraction (θ) as the function of nanoparticle
concentration at pH 1.5.
To study the degree of nanoparticle adsorption as a function of nanoparticle
concentration, the surfaces of silica plates that had been immersed in different
nanoparticle suspensions at pH 1.5 were scanned by SEM after 30 min of deposition.
Several locations were scanned for each silica plate. The average surface coverage (θ%)
at different nanoparticle volume fractions was roughly estimated by imageJ (a java-based
image processing program) based on these SEM images. For example, Figure 5.4a
presents the SEM picture obtained on a silica plate that had been immersed in zirconia
nanoparticle solution at volume fraction of 10-4. Nanoparticles were highlighted by using
imageJ (Figure 5.4b), and the calculated coverage fraction was 2.57%. Surface coverage
fraction (θ) as the function of nanoparticle concentration is plotted in Figure 5.5. The
adsorption data was then tested graphically by fitting with various isotherms. It is found
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that the Langmuir adsorption isotherm, which assumes the adsorption process is
monolayer over the homogeneous adsorbent surface, is the best description for the
nanoparticle adsorption behavior.185 The Langmuir isotherm equation is mathematically
expressed as follows:
(5.7)
where qm is the maximum adsorption capacity (mg/g-1); qe is the amount of nanoparticle
adsorbed at equilibrium (mg/g-1); Ce is the equilibrium concentration of nanoparticle
suspension (mg/L); and K is the Langmuir constant. We converted qe and Ce to surface
coverage ratio θe and volume fraction (Cve) respectively. Eq.(5.7) is rewritten as Eq.(5.8).
(5.8)
The linear form of Eq.(8) is rearranged as Eq.(5.9).
(5.9)
The isotherm parameters obtained from the linear plot of Cve/ θe verses Cve (Figure
5.6a) are listed in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2. Parameters of the best fit of the data in Figure 5.6.
Parameter
Value

θm(%)
59

K
418
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R2
0.97

a

b

Figure 5.6 (a) Curve fitting of Volume fraction/ surface courage Vs. Volume fraction to
Langmuir isotherm; (b) Original form of Langmuir isotherm.
Having obtained the isotherm parameters, the Langmuir isotherm for the zirconiasilica colloidal system in the original form of isotherm equation along with the
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experimental adsorption data is graphed in Figure 5.6b. As seen in Figure 5.6b,
nanoparticle deposition was negligible (θ<4%) under volume fraction of 0.5×10-3. This
observation is in accordance with Tohver’s finding which showed a significant fraction of
nanoparticles remained in bulk solution even at low volume fractions (10-6 to 10-3),
suggesting zirconia nanoparticles were loosely haloing around colloidal microspheres and
would be easily flushed out of system.1 However, the adsorption became evident at 10-3
where there is a surface coverage θ≈18%. This result is consistent with Ji’s adsorption
data obtained under similar experimental conditions which showing approximately 20%
surface coverage on silica plate at the same pH .12 The surface coverage gradually grows
to about 50% at 10-2 as predicated by the Langmuir isotherm, indicating nanoparticles are
strongly adsorbed on to the colloidal surfaces rather than haloing around it at higher
nanoparticle concentrations. This adsorption study suggests that weakly charged
microspheres are stabilized upon the addition of charged zirconia nanoparticles from
volume fractions of 10-5 to 10-2, but that the stabilization mechanisms are different at
varying nanoparticle concentrations: e.g. 1) at low volume fractions (below 10-3), as
indicated in previous studies, a non-adsorbing layer of highly charged nanoparticles
would form around silica surface, leading to an effective electrostatic repulsive force to
overcome van der Waals attraction that drives aggregation; 2) at high volume fraction
(~10-2), nanoparticles are strongly adsorbed onto silica surfaces, inducing an increased
repulsion due to an effective increase in the charge on the silica surface; 3) at volume
fractions around 10-3 , we hypothesize there is a transition region within which the
stabilization can be influenced by both nanoparticle haloing and adsorption. Further study
is still needed to understand if this transition region is sensitively dependent on
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nanoparticle size or surface charge, and the starting point of transition is also to be
determined.
a

b

Figure 5.7 Schematic diagram of the interactions between a probe sphere and a flat
surface induced by a) nanoparticle halo; b) adsorption.
Under the conditions of nanoparticle haloing, with a weak interaction between the
halo and the colloid, the van der Waals attraction between the silica microsphere and
plate is barely affected by zirconia nanoparticles as these particles would easily be
pushed out of the space between the approaching colloidal surfaces (Figure 5.7a).
However, the adsorption study suggests that nanoparticles are strongly absorbed onto the
silica surfaces at high nanoparticle concentration. Under these conditions, the adsorbed
layer of nanoparticles would alter the physicochemical properties of the silica surfaces (as
schematically shown in Figure 5.7b), thus perturbing the van der Waals attraction
between them, leading to the van der Waals equation used in DLFM no longer valid.
Vold had developed an approach to estimate the van der Waals attraction between
spherical particles with an adsorbed layer of thickness δ.186 Based on his formula, at
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D/amicro ≪ 1 and δ/ amicro ≪ 1, the interaction between a microsphere and a plate is
derived as:187, 188
( )
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(5.10)

Where Aw, Azir, and Asi are the Hamaker constants of water, the zirconia nanoparticles and
silica, respectively. Aw=3.7 10-20J, Azir=6 10-20J,189 Asi=0.8 10-20J. The thickness of
adsorbed layer is taken as 9 nm, which is the average diameter of the zirconia
nanoparticles.
The total interaction equation under high-adsorption conditions is then rewritten
as Eq.(5.11):
( )

(5.11)

Figure 5.8 Force curves calculated at different thickness of adsorb layer.
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As suggested by the Langmuir isotherm, the adsorption pattern of zirconia
nanoparticle onto silica surface is single layered, meaning the maximum thickness of
adsorbed layer is about the diameter of zirconia nanoparticle (10 nm). Thus the actual
adsorbed thickness δ at varying nanoparticle concentrations ranges from 0 to 10 nm.
Since δ is required for van der Waals force calculation, the effect of δ on total interaction
force is firstly discussed in the modified DLFM. At volume fraction of 10-3, the total
interaction forces have been estimated based on different δ (Shown in Figure 5.8). It can
be seen clearly in Figure 5.8 that the effect of δ on total interaction force is negligible;
merely difference was observed between different thicknesses ( 10nm and 100nm) even
when δ is taken as ten times of the nanoparticle diameter. This result is very reasonable.
At high degree of surface coverage of nanoparticles, the van der Waals forces is mainly
affected by the change of surface properties (such as Hamaker constants for different
species), which are rarely related to the thickness of adsorbent layer. Therefore, thickness
is taken as 10 nm in our calculation for simplicity.
Subsequently, the total interaction force between a silica microsphere and plate in
suspension with zirconia volume fractions of 10-2 and 10-4 is recalculated by using the
revised total interaction equation (5.11); the fitting curves calculated using the original
DLFM are also graphed for comparison (dash lines in Figure 5.9).
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a

b

Figure 5.9 Force curves measured at volume fraction 10-2 and 10-4, and fitting results
using the modified DLFM at size ratio of a) 100; b) 60. Sold line presents modified
DLFM fitting curve; dash line stands for the original DLFM fitting curve.
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As seen in Figure 5.9, the interaction estimated by the modified DLFM has a
much better fit to experimental data at a nanoparticle volume fraction of 10-2. This result
proves that at high nanoparticle concentrations nanoparticles are strongly adsorbed onto
colloidal surfaces. This adsorbed layer weakens the van der Waals force between
colloids, so that the total interaction is strengthened as a result, leading to the theoretical
interaction being able to match the experimentally obtained force curve. On the other
hand, the overestimation of the modified DLFM curve at a nanoparticle volume fraction
of 10-4 indicates the interaction calculated by Eq.(5.11) is inadequate to estimate the
interaction between colloidal surfaces at low nanoparticle concentrations, suggesting
strong adsorption is unexpected at these concentrations and that nanoparticles are most
likely haloing around the silica spheres with a non-zero separation distance between
them. The success in matching experimental force curves by choosing the appropriate
van der Waals formulas in the DLFM is consistent with our conclusion mentioned above
that: “nanoparticle haloing” is the primary stabilization mechanism at low nanoparticle
concentrations while colloidal suspensions are stabilized primarily by “nanoparticle
adsorption” at high concentrations. Through these measurements, the DLFM has been
improved to estimate the interactions in a nanoparticle-stabilized system over a
comprehensive range of nanoparticle concentrations.
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Figure 5.10 Fitted Debye length as the function of nanoparticle volume fraction at size
ratio of 100.
As mentioned in the previous chapter, from volume fraction of 10

-6

to 10-3, the

Debye length obtained from the fitting process increases with the increasing nanoparticle
concentrations, meaning the distance between colloidal surface and charge layer is
broadened as the number of surrounded nanoparticle increasing. The fitted Debye length
as a function of nanoparticle volume fraction is summarized in Figure 5.10. The Debye
lengths at volume fraction of 10-6 to 10-3 were calculated by using the original DLFM,
and the fitted Debye length at volume fraction 10-2 is estimated by using the new DLFM.
As seen in Figure 5.10 at volume fraction of 10-2, the Debye length obtained from
modified DLFM is 6.2 nm, which is slightly smaller than that at 10-3 (6.5 nm). This result
is expected. At high nanoparticle adsorption the Debye length should be smaller than that
under nanoparticle halo condition, because there is no separation between colloidal
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microsphere and adsorbed nanoparticle layer. But it still lager than 4 nm-Debye length
estimated at volume fraction of 10-4, suggesting despite approximately 50% surface
adsorption at volume fraction of 10-2, there are still a portion of nanoparticles haloing
around silica surface which enlarges the value of Debye length.
Despite nanoparticles being capable of stabilizing colloidal suspensions based on
either nanoparticle halo or adsorption mechanism, it’s of great importance to distinguish
their working conditions. For example, if nanoparticle concentration is controlled within
nanoparticle-halo zone, the stabilization will not rely on adsorption, making it suitable in
applications where using an adsorbed species may hinder reactivity or availability of the
colloidal surface such as in colloidal surface functionalization and ceramics processing.
Further study is needed to elucidate if this transition between “halo” and “adsorption” is
sensitive to the suspension properties, including nanoparticle size and surface charge.
Additionally, the starting point of transition needs to be determined.
5.4. Conclusion
In summary, we have performed a comprehensive experimental investigation on
the interaction between neutral colloidal surfaces in highly charged nanoparticle aqueous
solutions. It is found that the silica-zirconia binary suspension system could be stabilized
by highly charged nanoparticles at volume fractions ranging from 10-5 to 10-2.

A

subsequent adsorption isotherm study showed that nanoparticle deposition was negligible
below a volume fraction of 0.5×10-3, but became significant from 10-3 to 10-2. This result
suggests that “nanoparticle haloing” is responsible for nanoparticle-regulated stabilization
at low nanoparticle volume fractions (below 10-3), while “nanoparticle adsorption” is in
charge of the stabilization at high volume fractions (~10-2). We hypothesize that there is a
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transition region around a nanoparticle volume fraction of 10-3, within which the
stabilization mechanism can be influenced by both nanoparticle haloing and adsorption.
The DLFM that was developed initially to estimate the interaction between
colloidal particles in the presence of charged nanoparticles has been further extended to
relatively high nanoparticle concentration by revising the term of van der Waals to adopt
a strong adsorptive condition.
Our study suggests when using highly charged nanoparticles to stabilize colloidal
suspensions, the two fundamental mechanisms of nanoparticle haloing and adsorption are
not mutually exclusive. They work continuously to regulate the stability of colloidal
suspensions over increasing nanoparticle concentrations. Depending on the ultimate
application of the colloids, the primary mechanism can be controlled by simply tuning the
nanoparticle concentrations. Further studies are needed to more fully elucidate the role of
nanoparticle size and charge on the transition from stabilization by nanoparticle haloing
to nanoparticle adsorption.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
6.1 Conclusion
In this study, in order to elucidate the stabilization mechanism of nanoparticleregulated complex fluid, interparticle interactions between silica colloidal surfaces
surrounded by charged zirconia nanoparticles have been thoroughly investigated in both
experimental and theoretical methods. The specific deliverables from this work are:
1. Interaction forces between a weakly charged silica sphere and plate in highly
charged zirconia nanoparticle solutions at varying concentrations and size asymmetries
has been measured by using CP-AFM technique. Zeta potential results show that highly
charged zirconia nanoparticles are able to enhance the stability of silica colloidal
suspensions when the nanoparticle volume fraction is above 10-5. The follow-up force
measurements confirm that the interaction between silica surfaces is dominated by
attraction at low nanoparticle concentration, and shifts to repulsion as zirconia volume
fraction increased to 10-5. These results demonstrate that highly charged nanoparticles
would gather around silica surfaces, leading to an effective charging layer surrounding
negligible charged silica. Once the effective electrostatic repulsion induced by
nanoparticle charge layer is sufficient to overcome the van der Waals attraction between
colloidal surfaces at higher nanoparticle concentration, the colloidal system will be
stabilized.
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2. A Debye length fitting model (DLFM) has been developed to estimate the
interaction force between neutral colloidal microspheres that are surrounded by highly
charged nanoparticle halos. The DLFM suggests: 1) the interaction between microspheres
in the presence of nanoparticles is mainly composed of a van der Waals attraction and an
electrostatic repulsion, depletion force is negligible when nanoparticle volume fraction is
lower than 10-3; 2) the effect of nanoparticle adsorption on the van der Waals attraction
between colloidal surfaces is negligible within volume fractions of 10-4 and 10-6.
Additionally, the fitting result of effective Debye length indicates that the gap between
colloidal surface and surrounding charge layer increases with the increasing nanoparticle
concentrations. Since this stabilization method of nanoparticle halo does not rely on
adsorption, it is specifically suitable in applications where using adsorbed species may
hinder reactivity or availability of the surface such as in colloidal surface
functionalization and ceramics processing.
3. Nanoparticle haloing and adsorption two stabilization mechanisms are not
mutually exclusive when using charged nanoparticles to regulate the stability of colloidal
suspensions; they work continuously over the increasing nanoparticle concentrations. The
experimental force measurements showed that the silica-zirconia binary suspension
system could be stabilized by highly charged nanoparticles at volume fractions ranging
from 10-5 to 10-2. A subsequent adsorption isotherm study showed that nanoparticle
deposition was negligible below a volume fraction of 10-3, but became significant from
10-3 to 10-2. This result suggests that “nanoparticle haloing” is responsible for
nanoparticle-regulated stabilization at low nanoparticle volume fractions (below 10-3),
while “nanoparticle adsorption” is in charge of the stabilization at high volume fractions
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(~10-2). We hypothesize that there is a transition region around 10-3 where the
stabilization mechanism can be influenced by both nanoparticle haloing and adsorption.
Depending on the ultimately application of the colloids, the primary mechanism can be
controlled by simply tuning the nanoparticle properties such as concentrations, sizes or
charges. Additionally, The DLFM that was developed initially to estimate the interaction
between colloidal particles in low concentrations of charged nanoparticles has been
further extended to relatively high nanoparticle concentrations by revising the term of van
der Waals to adopt a strong adsorptive condition.
6.2 Future Directions
Several important directions of future research can be identified.
6.2.1 Determine the Critical Conditions of Nanoparticle Halo and Adsorption
The study in Chapter 5 shows that the additional nanoparticles tend to halo around
colloidal microsphere at low nanoparticle concentrations, and are more likely to deposit
onto colloidal surfaces at high concentrations. However, the critical condition where the
fundamental mechanism transit from nanoparticle haloing to adsorption is still to be
determined. Our further interaction study between colloidal surfaces in the presence of
charged nanoparticles will be specific to the nanoparticle volume fraction within 10-3 and
10-2, to observe when the transition occurs and how the nanoparticle behaves during the
transition process. Besides, the effects of other solution conditions like pH, ionic strength
and nanoparticle size on the transition region are to be studied as well.
6.2.2 Introduce nanoparticle halo mechanism to industry process
After the investigation of critical conditions of nanoparticle haloing and
adsorption, one should be able to control the primary mechanism to be either nanoparticle
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haloing or adsorption by tuning nanoparticle properties. If under the condition of haloing,
since the stabilization method through nanoparticles does not rely on adsorption, it is
specific suitable in applications where using adsorbed species may hinder reactivity or
availability of the surface such as in colloidal surface functionalization and ceramics
processing. Take the manufacture of Dye-sensitized solar cell (DSSC) for example: a
porous layer of titanium dioxide particles made of titanium dioxide paste serves as an
anode in DSSC. If a certain species of conductive nanoparticles is utilized to enhance the
stability of this gel paste, the TiO2 surfaces would not only be free to adsorb light and
provide travel paths for electron, but also be improved in conductivity due to the
additional nanoparticles.

Future study could be focused on finding out appropriate

species of nanoparticles which is able to well stabilize the TiO2 paste while improving
the efficiency of DSSC.
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